The Eucy has been a part of my life here at
KIS for the last five years; a record of the
happenings of the school year and more
particularly, for the people who go to make
up this community. The last five years have
been wonderful for me and particularly so
because of the warmth and friendship that
have sustained me here at Kodai. This yearbook contains a record of what has been
a year of progress, achievement, fun and
frustration for those of us who have been
privileged enough to call KIS home.
		
With regards and blessings,
			
Geoffrey Fisher
			
Principal
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retirements

Dency Michael, Technology

AP Kumaran, Library

eucy
team
Denton J., Advisor

Jacob S.-L.

Jason D. and Jazba S.

Kate K.

Keshiya R.

Laure S.-L., Advisor

Yasha P. and Joshua I.

Vrusti K.

Malaika G.

Yoesar G.

"Death is not extinguishing the light;
it is putting out the lamp because the
Dawn has come. "
Ý Rabindranath Tagore

"Say not in grief `he is no more,' but
live in thankfulness that he was."
Ý Hebrew proverb

Keon Hee Lee
31 October 1994 Ý
19 November 2009

Micah Daniel
29 February 2004 Ý
10 December 2009

in memoriam

DEPARTMENTS

senior management team

(Left to right) Top row: Geoffrey Fisher, Sam Balachander,
Bottom row: Raja Krishnamoorthy, Kaisar Dopaishi, Ganga Christus

coordinators

(Left to right) Top row: Graham Lambert, Brian Nelsen
Bottom row: Shanthi Vedanayakam, Kaisar Dopaishi, Charmaine Jesudoss, Mataji Sharma

administrative secretaries

(Left to right) Preeti Ravindran, Anita Roy, Karine Cleur

administrative support

(Left to right) Angelina Nicholas, Devi Jeyakodi, Vasuki Kanakadhas, Joseph Anandaraj,
Susila Elias, Jerald James, Rani David, Revathi Rajan

activities

(Left to right) Devi Jeyakodi, Vasant Sakar

admissions

(Left to right) Shekinah Truman, Helen Haeusler, Rani David

careers and college

(Left to right) Christine Fernandes, Revathy Rajan, Anuradha Vedmurthy

counseling

Sam Luy

dispensary

(Left to right) Indira Rani, Selvarani Arockia, Shantha Raghunathan, Sumathy P., Dr. Malini Devanandan,
Ruth Daniel, Sowri John. Not pictured: Vanitha Jobdoss, Esther Rani, Mary Praveena

dorm parents

(Left to right) Top row:Rajan Thomas, Reginald Edwards, Anna Jaikumar, Indra Jayaprakash, Jayanthi Chandrasekaren, Esther Paul, Shamala Joseph, Jane Samuel, Lalitha Balachander, Sam Balachander, Sujata Tandon,
Pushpa Lawrence, Mary Cornelius, Bottom row: Ruth Baweja, Suji Varghese, Cecilia Winfred, Beth Yesudian,
Sadie Strange, Joshua Narayanan, Patrick Hart

drivers and security

(Left to right) J. Ramesh, M. Jayakumar, V. Nagarajan, M. Nagarajan

(Left to right) SA. Babu, V. Ramu, P. Sarathkumar, S. Anthony

drivers and security

(Left to right) R. Alagarsamy, S. Savariyar, A. Murugan, I. Arulraj, X. Albert, V. Anand,
C. Fathingham, R. Sounder, A. Manoharan

(Left to right) V. Joseph, S. Mohideen, K. Viswanathan, P. Vardharaj, S. Sahayaraj, S. Marknichel

kÝ8

(Left to right) Top row: Mrs. Solomon, Miss Janice, Mrs. Susannah, Mrs. Nelsen, Middle row: Mrs. Rebecca, Mrs.
Archana, Miss Coco, Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. Chettri, Mrs. Biswas, Mrs. Edwards, Mrs.Cherian, Mrs. Llorente, Mrs.
Ghandi, Mrs. Sagar, Mrs. Jeeva, Bottom row: Mrs. Sen, Mrs. Lee, Mrs. Vera, Mrs. Pearlin, Mr. Lambert, Miss
Cathy, Mr. Jerald, Mr. Llorente, Mr. Nelsen, Mrs. Dhanalakshmi, Mrs. Sheila, Miss Sandhya

english

(Left to right) Raja Sen, Janice VanHaltren, Anita Solomon, Charmaine Jesudoss, Peter Strange,
Sheela Menon, Marsha Joshi, Stephen Smoot, Michelle D'Couto, Pramod Menon, Denton Josey

fine and practical arts

(Left to right) Sandra Shand, Barbara Block, Youngju Lee, Ellen Walter (Dash), Anita Solomon, Laure Stevens-Lubin

finance

(Left to right) Sumitha Jerald, V.A.M. Selvaraj, Antony Gilson, Ilavalagu, P.Paul Raj, Victor Paul, R.Panner, Godwin

food services

(Left to right) Top row: Kirk Jerome ( Manager ) R. Arockiam, D. Panchapakesan (Deputy Manager)
K.P.Raja, M. Gilbert, V. John Peter, M.H.Thangaraj, I. Ramesh, S.A. Dass, A. Edward Kennedy Babu,
P.Sounder, A. Stephen Raj, A. Arockiadass, J. Mainson, A. Vanathu Antony, K. Antony Raj, P. Ashok
Jayraj, A. Markes, S. Sathyamoorthy, T. Prabaharan, A. John, T.N. Venkatesan, C. Praburaj, M.G.
Eugene (Stores in Charge), Bottom row: P. Johnson, A. Arockia Ramesh, A. Sam Inbaraj, B. Mariappan, A. Adaikalam, P. Muniyandi, V. Vijay, J. Meryln, A. Vincent Rajkumar, M. Suresh Babu

health

(Left to right) Margaret Klingelhofer, Elly Oenema

human resources

(Left to right) Priscilla Selvakumari, Aruna Rajkumar

international baccalaureate

(Left to right) Raja Sen, Sudeep Ghosh, Revathy Rajan, Shanthi Vedanayakam, Priscilla Selvakumari,
Atul Deshpande, Will Taylor, Bryan Plymale

information systems

(Left to right) Esther Liaquath, P. Jesuraj, Joseph Anandaraj, Selvi Britto, P.S. Benhur, Rudy Wutthrich

KIS community office

(Left to right) Top row: Akanksha Gupta, Ramesh Hariharan, Sonny Deenadayalan
Bottom row: Judy Redder, Akila Khosla, Penny Fidler, Julie Stengele

learning support

(Left to right) Sheela Thomas, Sam Laitflang, Rathi Gopinath, Sushma Sen
Not pictured : Oliver Weiser

libraries

(Left to right) Paulraj Gandhi, Heather Nelsen, Maushumi Biswas, A.P Kumaran, A Sahayam, Gloria Elizabeth,
Thomas Anthony, Anna Kågedal

maintenance

(Left to right) Top row: Messiya (electrical supervisor), Christina, Soundari, Meena, K.Saraswathy, Siromani, Uma, M.Jayarani,
J.Merlin, Shanta, A.Fatima, Suguna, Donn Stengele (Grounds Department Manager) Bottom row: Teresal,
C.Elizabeth, A.Merlin, Arokia Mary, Gracey, Rathibaj, P.Antonyammal

(Left to right) Top row: Messiya (electrical supervisor), Richard, S.Mani, M. Palaniswamy, Christudass,
Apollo, T.Mariadas, M.F. Selveraj, Jeeva, K. Perumal, Antony, A. Edward, Donn Stengele (Grounds
Department Manager), L. Alphonse, Bottom row: P.Rajendran, M.Joseph, S.V. Anburaj, S.Anthony,
S.Anandaraj, Bastin, Eddie, G.M. Rajavelu, M.Arun, Not pictured: Bheeman Balasubramania

mathematics

(Left to right) Sushma Sen, Bill Martin, Cynthia Navam, Ronnie Biswas, Santosh Punnoos
Not pictured: Akila Rajagopalan, Joice Selvaraj, Mini Cherian, Graham Lambert

middle years program

(Left to right) Mataji Sharma, Vasuki Kanakadhas. Not pictured: Graham Lambert.

music

(Left to right) Top row: Mala Brarathan, Uma Sundararajan, Sophie Van Horn, Sophie Levesque, Melissa
Kessler, Gayathri Parthasarathy, Marcia Adatto, Lisa Stewart, Denzil Prince, Benjie Llorente, Preetam
Koilpillai, Bottom row: Paul Jaikumar, John Mathias, Prasanth John, Gerard Alphonse, Erna Llorente

physical education

(Left to right) Praveen Ingelela, Marvin Ambrose, Sither, Beth Dagitses,
Shivashankari Purushothaman, Vasant Sakar

religious education

(Left to right) Noel Jackson, Kyle Mitchell, Catherine Butler, Rebecca Narayanan,
Raja Krishnamoorthy, William Klingelhofer

science

(Left to right) Ruby Mirnalini, Mini Cherian, Priya Vethanayagam, Rebecca Devadoss, Sandhya Paul, M.
Dhanalakshmi, Shereef M. Khadar, Anuranjan Shand, Jaydip Chaudhuri, Peter Regulagadda, Navam
Pakianathan, David Arul Raj

second languages

(Left to right) Top row: Sonam Yeshey, Ruth Alexander, Uma Sundararajan, Isabel Fernandez
Montes, Pramod Trivedi, Travis Fondow, Rahul Sharma, Oliver Weiser, Bottom row: Vera
Vincente, Shobhita Kapila, Youngju Lee, Yisu Park

social experience

(Left to right) Roy Dopaishi, Dr. Matthew Joseph, Bryan Plymale, Jonas Hauke

social studies

(Left to right) Top row: Catherine Eisele, Sudeep Ghosh, Atul Deshpande, Soumen Sinha Babu,
Will Taylor, Bottom row: Cheryle Jerome, Janice VanHaltren, Mousumi Sinha Babu, Marsha Joshi,
Mataji Sharma, Rajiv Dixit. Not pictured: Kaisar Dopaishi

stock room

(Left to right) M. Krishnamoorthy, R. Rajasekar, Mr. Benjamin, M. Raja

technology

(Left to right) Dency Michael, Jeeva Rani Thangaraj, Selvi Britto, Kenny Samuel, Bhadra Deshpande

telephone operators

(Left to right) S. Alphonse, S. A. Peter

travel office

(Left to right) J.P. Jayaprakash, J.M. Pushparaj, Isaac Selwyn, Suresh Joseph, S. Xavier

volunteers

(Left to right) Top row: Meg Klingelhofer, Laure Stevens-Lubin, Bill Martin, Bottom row: William Klingelhofer, Kate
Klingelhofer, Denzil Prince, Fran Friesen, Denton Josey, Roy Dopaishi, Not pictured: Coco Lammers, Jonas Hauke

not pictured

Bheeman Balasubramania
Maintenance

T.P. Haddon
Local Liason

Coco Lammers
ESL, FAPA

Mini Cherian
MYP, Math

Kaisar Dopaishi
Vice Principal
Social Studies

Mary Praveena
Dispensary

Jonas Hauke
SoEx, Volunteer

Vanitha Jobdoss
Dispensary

Graham Lambert
Myp, Math

Akila Rajagopalan
Math

Esther Rani
Dispensary

Joice Selvaraj
Math

STUDENT
GROUPS

kodai athletic club

(Left to right) Top Row: Anchit agarwal, Jin Sol Kwon, HanGil Jang, Jamsel Gyaltshen, Zach Stengele, Kei Takahashi,
Sharad Patel, Joshua Iype, Vidur Gupta, Chayuthpong Tinnakorn, Mr. Sither, Bottom row: Fiona Dean, Kunsang
Wangmo, Wenona Rai, Gesine Schultz, Nadisha Sagar, Neema Tsering, Dugyel Tobgye.

peer encouragers

Sarita Andrews, Cyril Cherian, Sadichchha Dhakhwa, Bhavi Doshi, Hae Ju Han, Aaliya Jamal, Vivan Kamath, Ju Won
Kim, Moksha Kumar, Bo Hye Kwon, Leeseul Lee, Namrata Loka, Aakanksha Manatay, Natalia Mendes, Devraj Ray,
Karan Shah, Nihar Shah, Yamini Sharma, Mirei Shirai, Jazba Singh, Tiffany Stewart, Alekh Trivedi

national honor society

Pearl Agarwal, Jin-U Bak, Preeti Baweja, Cyril Cherian, Seo- Hyun Cho, Fiona Dean, Andry DeJong, Sadichchha
Dhakwa, Bhavi Doshi, Baibhab Dutta, Ankita Henry, Moksha Kumar, Jin-Sol Kwon, Dong- Gyu Lee, Mehar Malik,
Yash Malvi, Anushka Mehrotra, Krishna Nathwani, Angshu Natrajan, Rinzova Renthlei, Shristhi Sen, Vyoma Shah,
Sirjanja Shakya, Yamini Sharma, Abhijeet Singh, Neema Tsering, Supervisor: Mr. Ranjan Biswas

netherlands exchange
students

Frans (OBC Exchange Coordinator), Aniek, Nienke, Dianne, Liselotte, Laura, Joline

STUDCO

Ashish Advani, Samuel Alfred, Astha Bhatia, Ananda Boga, Cyril Cherian, Mahi Chopra, Arshia Choudhrie, Bhavi Doshi, Pranay Gothi, Vidur Gupta, Amulya Gyawali, Aranka Hoosein, Aaliya Jamal, Aalim Javeri, Punit Kachalia, Sameer Khanna, Ameer Khemchandani, Jin Sol Kwon, Dong Gyu Lee, Aakanksha
Mahanty, Christopher Marianathan, Ricard Marzo, Natalia Mendes, Reshma Misra, Sophiyaa Nayar,
Angshu Nataraja, Shyamli Patel, Varsha Ponnappa, Devraj Ray, Gesine Schultz,
Anchal Shamanur, Kaustubhi Sharma, Roxanne Tarapor, Bhagya Yadav

MIDCO

Vedhika Arvind, Hannah Billage, Rhea Brown, Dong In Kim, Sang Hyuk Moon, Tara Murphy, Chanisara Ninnernnon,
Ruben Peter, Jamie Shin

STUDCO officers sem. 1

President: Neema Tsering (not pictured)
Vice President: Vivan Kamath
Secretary: Veer Nairyani
Treasurer: Mrija Gupta (not pictured)

STUDCO officers sem. 2

President: Aalim Javeri
Vice President: Varsha Ponnappa
Secretary: Astha Bhatia
Treasurer: Punit Kachalia

jazz band

Yash Malvi, Edward Oh, Rijul Ray, Anay Shah, Siddharth Vashi

orchestra

Chatcharavut Chanthananan, Caroline Chettri, Noah Chettri, Jayoon Hong, Seo Yoon Hyun, Eun Hye Joo, Eun Jee Joo,
Eun- taek Jung, Prashant Kapila, Tushar Kim, Soo Yeon Lim, Yashonandan Mundhra, Ji Hye Park, Ji Yeon Park, Wenona
Rai, Bonny Sharma, Yohaan Varghese, Jie Hwan Yang

youthrise

Aaron Jones, Tamara Crasto, Jason Deschamps, Zenden Dorjee, Menda Dorji, Gaurav Dua, Arjan Gill, Mayin
Gupta, Tanveer Haque, Shahroze Husain, Syed Huq, Jacob Stevens-Lubin, Kirsten Mendonca, Pratichi Mishra,
Sonya Moorjani, Varun Nayar, Vinay Ramesh, Richa Sabnis, Siddhant Sawarkar, Mythili Sayanna, Jazba Singh,
Zuki Tobgye, Krithika Vanamali, Oona Yadav
The growth of Youthrise over the past year would not have been possible without our committed KIS members,
especially the dedicated 16 member committee. Work at the Tribal Orphanage gained momentum and now,
five out of six rooms have been painted. Every week we bring smiles to the kids faces. The village projects at
Kovillakulum and Kolikarai have also been successful, although required Youthrise members to get their hands
dirty. We will cherish the memory of all the painting, planting, toiling in the hot sun, dancing and being attacked
by falling rocks.
Our biggest success story, The Mumbai-Delhi Trip, was a week-long dream turned reality. We visited Asia's
largest slum, Dharavi, interacted with students from Government schools, met leaders from various walks of
life, including Mr. Rahul Gandhi, a true youth icon. The trip has led to Youthrise spreading to 35+ cities in India.
Youthrise thanks all the participants of this field trip, chaperones Mr. and Mrs. Vedmurthy and Ms. Beth Dagitses,
and most importantly, the administration for encouraging us.
Everyone has contributed significantly to our vibrant committee. Roy has been the best staff representative,
full of bright ideas and yet always responsible! Mayin, Richa and Pratichi, the three silent gems of Youthrise,
have always been diligent, committed and encouraging. Vinay is a bright prospect for the future, whose Tamil
skills always managed to bail us out. Mythili is always reliable and the best publicity head one could ask for.
Nahush and Sonya have been ever willing and dedicated, as results show. Dua, Shahroze and Rezwan made
Youthrise musical and fun filled. Krithika and Oona always shared their valuable inputs. All our new members:
Aaron, Sophiyaa, Siddhant, Jacob and Arjan, thanks for being there! Lastly and most importantly, Dr. Mathew,
Mr. Plymale & Jonas, thanks for everything! The SoEx deptartment has been the biggest support system for us.
Youthrise is what it is today only because of the above mentioned and hopefully will grow further in the years to
come! Keep looking to a brighter future!

ACTIVITIES

camp

hiking

tahr
camp

es fun day

music field
trip

eclipse
canteens

holi

in
pretty

pink

halloween

field day

formal

senior sneak

fly baba

Victorious SholaKhadoos
In March 2010 over 200 spectators cheered on KIS's B-ranked SholaKhadoos to win the Fly Baba Indian National
Ultimate Tournament, beating out A teams like Bangalore's Learning to Fly, Mumbai's Storm Chasers and New
Delhi's Stray Dogs in Sweaters. The launch of India's first Ultimate tournament in 1999 coincided with Sai Baba's visit
to Kodai. To mark the occasion Bryan Plymale, the tournament's creator, decided to call it "Fly Baba" and invited the
illustrious guest. Sai Baba never showed, but the name stuck and twelve years later Fly Baba has become a nationally
known event. "Ultimate is more than just a game," asserts Plymale, who believes Ultimate essentially differs from many
popular "macho" sports in that "It has a high level of integrity that is not at the expense of honor."

soex

rock
concert

activism

drama

high school
play

golden
kiss

FIELD TRIPS

cannanore quest

Chaperones and staff

health is wealth

Chaperones and staff

kerala culture

hampi

Who's for a ride in a coracle?

Everyone

green team dream

Lending a helping hand after a long day

GREEN at its best

Chemet and a greener future

The group together

mad river

The kids in action

YUMMY!

wilderness wanderings

Dr. Mathew, Zack, Mr.Madhu, Dharam

Everyone at the dining table

mysore heritage

What Mysore is all about

The gang's all here

EMOTE

The group

KKID

All of us having the time of our lives!

save the children

SPORTS

super senior
boys' basketball

(Left to right) Varun Varadaraj, Sharad Patel, Veer Nairyani, Yash Gupta, Aditya Mukhija,
Asef Ahmed, Leo Stevens-Lubin, Arjun Vedmurthy, Yohan Varghese, Neil Monteiro,
Dongyub Kim, Tushar Kim, Kilp Barfungpa, Varun Kattukaran.

senior boys' basketball

(Left to right) Coach Josey, Nathan Paul, Sai Allena, Nihal Chowdhury,
Abishesh Dhakwha, Tyler Stengele, Devraj Ray, Adheip Rashada, Sai Krishna,
Coach Fondow
Not pictured: Worawit Singsomdee, DaVin Kang, YoungWook Kim.

super senior volleyball

(Left to right) Top row: Coach Beth, Gesine Schultz, Astha Paudel, Moksha Kumar,
Ahilya Chawla. Bottom row: Jana Dakini, Sadichchha Dhakhwa, Yasha Paul, Sonya
Moorjani, Andry DeJong.

senior volleyball

(Left to right) Top row: Coach Beth, Zenden Dorjee, Anna Varghese, Jee Hyun Kim,
Lezume Phuenkhang, Tenzin Kyizom. Bottom row: Kimi Sapthanga, Kunsang Wangmo,
Nadia Jayaprakash, Aparna Balanarayanan.

senior girls' football

(Left to right) Top row: Reva Mahapatra, Shreya Gopinath, Mahi Chopra, HaeJu
Han, Coach Josey, Rintso Tobgyel, Qismat Zaidi, Jessica Abraham, Sophiyaa
Nayar. Bottom row: Heather Helvink, Vrushti Vakharia, Abigail Sohkhlet, Andrea
Dcunha, Tamara Crasto, Mirei Shirai, Kirsten Mendon‡a, BoHye Kwon

super senior girls' football

(Left to right) Top row: Coach Beth, Catriona Begg, JeeHyun Kim, Jessica D'Cunha,
Shanice Mansukhani, Astha Paudel, Gesine Schultz, Bhagya Yadav, Natasha Sumant,
Septembyr Martin, Coach Sophie.
Bottom row: Siobhan Forbes, Kimi Sapthanga, Zenden Dorjee, Sonya Moorjani,
Mayin Gupta, Theresa Martin, Neema Tsering, Kunsang Wangmo, Yeseswi Basnet.

super senior
boys' football

(Left to right) Top row: Umedh Bharany, Julian Manning, Salar Mahmood,
Varun Varadaraj, alumnus Zayed Khan, Dongyub Kim, Raj Chavda,
HanGil Jang, Madhav Vaidyanathan, Nishant Malapatti. Bottom row:
Aditya Vora, Aditya Mukhija, Imaad Lalljee, Harry Kim, Anchit Agarwal, Coach
Sither.

kodai open football tournament

(Left to right) Anchit Agarwal, Madhav Vaidyanathan, Imaad Lalljee, Raj Chavda,
Harry Kim, Will Taylor, Coach Sither, Varun Varadaraj, Martino Baronchelli, Salar
Mahmood, Umedh Bharany, Aditya Mukhija, Daniel Friesen.

field hockey

(Left to right) Top row: Kimi Sapthanga, Siobhan Forbes, Wenona Rai, Zenden Dorjee,
Jessica D'Cunha, Coach Shiva, Bhagya Yadav, Zuki Tobgye, Nadisha Sagar,
Sarita Andrews, Arshia Choudhrie. Bottom row: Sonya Moorjani, Vrusti Kanakia,
Rukmini Dey, Aparna Balanarayanan, Kunsang Wangmo, Shweta Chitalia, EunHye Kim.

track and field

DORMS

bartlett west

Ludovico Baronchelli, Martion Baronchelli, Aadil Chitalwala, Rhys Dev, Akash Elango Lekshmanan, Aalim Javeri,
Nahush Joshi, Vivan Kamath, Kiran Kattukaran, Varun Kattukaran, Sameer Khanna, Young Wook Kim, Rahul
Kuttickat, Akshat Modi, Aditya Mukhija, Mike Otten, Harshvardhan Sahajwalla, Neiakksh Schae,
Digvijaya Singh, Satvik Thaker, Varun Varadaraj.

bartlett east

Anchit Agarwal, Asef Ahmed, Fahd Ahmed, Umedh Bharany, Rishabh Bhargava, Yoesar Gyaltshen, Asmus
Holland, Syed Huq, Shahroze Husain, Sayed Kadri, Kevin Kenny, Nabeel Israr Khan, Harry Kim, Jongwook
Kim, Tushar Kim, Seong Lo Lee, Nishant Malapatti, Julian Manning, Christopher Marianathan, Ricard Marzo
Carter, Sidhanth Rijhwani, Su Hyeok Seong, Abhijeet Singh.
Ingredients that make East the most spicy recipe at KIS:
Anchit: - The kindergartener who claims to be a senior and having made it to Purdue.
Asef: - The sophormore who ought to be playing basketball at varsity level
Fahd: - without him, East would lose all its creativity
Umedh: - `studliness' just comes naturally to him....Aswin has also left his follower behind..
Rishabh (fuzzans): - hey there, cute one!! :)
Yoesar: - any noodles....you will find them in his drawer....
Asmus: - Er kommt aus Deutschland und immer isst Würste. (Abhijeet's lieblings Land)
Rezwan: - a.k.a. dinosaur also rhymes with Schezwan
Shahroze: - the bangladeshi rock star
Salahuddin (Salau): - kaisa hai yaar? - everyone loves him but still....Salau only loves Kenya
Kevin: - When is the next Chelsea game... also Anchit's favorite pastime
Nabeel: - nobody has ever been able to make sense of his ringtones....we hope nobody ever can either
Harry: - has english problems at times, but without him East would be deprived of rowing and its `side-effects'
Jongwook: -you wanna be an Amerricaaan Idiiioott? Sorry Jong-wook - what you trying to say, come again?
Tushar: - ay Debara.....nobody has ever won an argument against him
Seong - Lo: - quiet, peaceful, on the verge of attaining enlightenment...
Nishanth (mala): - the senior who well.....still needs to accomplish a lot according to all the other seniors
Julian: - Confused american and wannabe Indian
Christopher: - freshly picked up from the orchards of Chennai - continuing to be the king of lame jokes
Ricard: - the rising clan leader of East (nobody could believe that he was Judith's brother when he joined)
Sidhanth (Rijhwani, Rijh etc etc) : - The most popular `icon' around school and the mascot East will NEVER regret
Su Hyeok: - Extremely talented Korean singer - he should sing on the radio, at least we can turn it off
Abhijeet: - books tend to be a major part of his life......but he continues to claim they are not
Mr and Mrs. Edward : - The foundation of East. With them present, none of us feel that our parents are not
near us. Also, with Reggie around, we have all learnt to be proud of Sri Lanka and Sri Lankan garlic rice, beef,
chicken etc etc...

lower boyer

Meghna Godya, Aranka Hoosein, Aanchal Jiwrajka, Akanksha Karki, Megha Kedia, Eun Hye Kim, Ju Won
Kim, Avalokiteswari Kurup, Natalia Mendes, Sonya Moorjani, Angelica Nongrum, Shyamli Patel, Astha Paudel,
Niorn Pipatanatiganant, Mythili Sayanna, Kaustubhi Sharma, Zai Tandan, Roxanne Tarapor, Pema Wongmo,
Qismat Zaidi.
Strategically placed close to the Quad, Gymkhana, Stockroom and the Covered Courts, Lower Boyer
seems to have it all. But the best part of this looming stucco building are the 18 girls, 1 dorm parent and
her family who live there. Any given Sunday morning you can be certain to find Meghna and Angelica
lazing on the couches or cradled in the swing . Our dorm relief, Mariamma, takes her interrogation
duties seriously; you can be sure that within half an hour, she will know EVERY SINGLE MINUTE DETAIL about you. But LB has the best defense squad any dorm can ask for, with Natalia and Shayamali, the Taliban and Osama bin Laden of KIS, residing here!
If you've got a good nose you might find our own master chef, Eun-Hye, chopping up vegetables
faster than you want Ms.Jesudoss to say, "dismissed" during assembly or find Kaustabhi, Megha,
and Roxanne adding, well, lots of things, to their pasta and revelling in its mouth-watering aroma. The
rest of us, like Avalokiteswari (bet you can't say that 10 times real fast!), just make do with a dish of
cheese maggi.
Every morning egos clash. On one hand, there's normally cheerful Anchal, who looks like she wants
to stone the inventor of the tube light to death, on the other , there's sweet, sleepy Niorn, and Aranka,
whose motto is: Breakfast Is The Best Meal Of The Day And I SHALL Wake Up At Six Just To Get
To It. Zai (who's just cleverer) skips the effort and simply showers in the night (causing a lot of us to
think she's the Ghost Of Lady Boyer. Mrs.JP, judging by the number of rounds she makes to get her
girls awake on time, is probably one of those lucky few who doesn't have to give up morning walks
just because she lives in one of the coldest places in South India!
Dorm meetings, conducted by Mrs.JP and our dorm representative, Juwon, are met with enthusiasm-unless we're discussing dress codes, where we just lie laughing in splits at Astha's views. Come
Monday evening you will see the hogs in action--Pema, Qismat and Akanksha-- the tenth-graders of
Lower Boyer, pool their food and have a party. Meanwhile, Kaus is still planning how to take revenge on Sonya for beating her at a wrestling match during Orientation, but Sonya is too busy
at hockey/soccer/basketball practices to notice. She leaves the door of her room wide open as
she struggles to wear socks and run at the same time, while from inside of the room issues the soft
strumming of Mythili's guitar.
With so many different types of people living here Lower Boyer is a madhouse, but love, laughter and
life are all just a part of Lower Boyer, and shall always remain so!

upper boyer

Catriona Begg, Pema Choki, Ria Das, Sarah Devamani, Sadichchha Dhakhwa, Mayin Gupta, Mrija Gupta,
Hae Ju Han, Ankita Henry, Pornkamon Kittisurin, Aakankshka Mahanty, Sacchi Malhotra, Maisha Maliha,
Angshu Natarjan, Keshiya Renganathan, Kimi Sapthanga, Gesine Schultz, Kavitha Selvaraj, Anchal Shamanur,
Yamini Sharma, Kunchok Wangmo.
the girl who refuses to get out of bed until i do every single morning;
the girl who sleeps an hour before i wake up;
the boy who i randomly accost for free hugs;
the girl who i share noodles and secrets with;
the girls who i lovingly dub polka
the boy who crossed every limit, and is still a good friend;
the boy who will tease me endlessly about insignificant others; third lesson frees!
the girl who feels like home;
the boys who dance to infinity at every canteen;
the girl who i became incredibly close to during a single plane ride;
the girl who i will always secretly want. wink wink;
the boy who made me refer to myself as a pavlovian dog that succumbs to rewards and conditioning;
the girl who reminds me of mayan cocoa and crying endlessly at a sleepover one night;
the boy who i will visit while he plays part-time farmer, full time musician on a hill someday;
the boy who has that really awesome t-shirt from singapore;
the girls downstairs, one who will always grudgingly remember me as a papad-kicker, and another who is the
nicest person i know;
the boy who has unfailingly made me smile every single time I've needed to;
the boy who has faced the only racist jokes i have ever made you are like the world's best sugar rush;
the boy who brought me here in the first place;
the girl who leaves notes by my bedside while i sleep through the afternoon;
the teacher who became so much more than just that;
in hindsight, i wouldn't change a thing.

bruton

Vivek Baby Paul, Jin U Bak, Aravindaraj Bruno, Chatcharavut Chanthananan, Raj Chavda, Preet Datta,
Abhishekan Davidar, Abishesh Dhakhwa, Pranay Gothi, Amulya Gyawali, Byungchan Han, Joshua
Iype, Dongyup Kim, Han Sol Kim, Jin Sol Kwon, Imaad Lalljee, Salar Mahmood, Brett Mendonca, Yash
Mundhra, Daniel Netto, Chaiwalun Nuphet, Edward Oh, Prachet Sancheti, Shrey Sancheti, Andrew Selvaraj,
Nathan Servand, Siddharth Singhi, Anmol Thakkar.
Bruton is a dorm isolated from the rest of the KIS community. However, we have our own community within our
beautiful compound. Over the past few years, we have enjoyed every moment of our time in the most luxurious
and homely dorm in KIS. We enjoy privileges like having our own bathroom in every room, and the best food given
by our dorm parent for dorm snack and treats, better than what we can get outside for the allocated money. Our
seniors, although a large number, are perhaps the nicest ones you will meet, and they blend into the Bruton
community perfectly. Our dorm is spacious, peaceful and wonderfully equipped to suit all our needs. We have a
basketball hoop, a mini-football arena, and a large kitchen and social room. We make sure that all the students
coming to our dorm are fitting the Bruton criteria, since we want to make sure they deserve this enormous
privilege. All in all, I think that aside from having a KIS experience, Bruton students have the joy of having their own
Bruton experience, since we are a home away from home.
From the Bruton Heroes

claverack

Akash Adhiya, Kevin Arul, Nihal Cowdhury, Chris D'Silva, Baibhab Dutta, Abhimanyu Golchha, Vidur Gupta, Tariq Hazarika, Tanay
Jain, Jehan Katrak, Anshuman Lohia, Yash Malvi, Karan Mewani, Veer Nairyani, Samuel Peter, Krishna Seshadri, Anay Shah, Kush
Shah, Kundan Sharma, Atmeek Sohni, Joyant Taandon, Madhav Vaidyanathan, Siddharth Vashi, Arjun Vernekar.
Ten Years Later...
Akash's personal bankruptcy will cause the Ugandan GDP to fall back to zero.
Kevin: Lead singer, manager, producer, biggest and only fan of The Bob Marley Tribute Band.
Rosie: Alagaswami - the late, and beloved dhobi - Part 2.
Nihal will be in rehab for Athazagoraphobia.
Chris will be singing "Baa Baa Blacksheep" to preschoolers in Orissa.
Baibhab will have revolutionized science...freshmen girls at college beware!!!
Golchha will still be attractive to guys and not girls.
Vidur will be a Mumbai gangster; bald, busty, fast and furious, and happily married.
Tariq: Population crisis would have caused scientists to explore his head as a new frontier for human civilization.
Tanay will be a tour guide for the Taj Mahal and will have hopefully tickled something by then. Hopefully the thing that he tickled won't
belong to any of his family members...hopefully.
Jehan will be a well oiled, buff stripper in Uruguay called Ricardo Santa K.
Anshuman will be a humanitarian each year. He'd shave the hair off his chest and make a sweater for a homeless kid.
Yash will still be tackling 'objects' much bigger than he can handle.
Karan will have kicked the bucket, But for some reason, the bucket was full of ghee.
Veer will still hate everyone. Yes, that means you. Realizing he cannot find happiness in India, he would have moved back to Portugal where he meets
the love of his life...but then he realizes he hates her too.
Samuel Peter will be the next unwatched Telugu superstar.
Krishna will have made millions saving the world's most precious resource by convincing people to restrict their baths to a hair and hand wash routine.
Anay will have lost his wife to Kush. All four of them.
Kush 'with-a-c' Shah will be the dorm relief of Claverack living with Anay's wives. All four of them.
Kundan will teach IB Table Tennis in Kanpur on his motorbike.
Atmeek: Talking. Talking, talking...Still talking...Who cares?
Joy will still be living with his parents.
Madhav will be in Abu Dhabi eating food off floors and tickling Arab women with his beard...assuming he can grow a beard.
Sid, the feminist, will be lame and infertile. Dating many women, still struggling as a musician...at least he has good hair!
Arjun will be sitting, waiting, watching, stalking all the Clav seniors. Wondering what he did wrong. Wondering...Wondering...Wondering....
Aaron "Klink" will still be trying to figure out where all his money went.
Jason will be rapping himself to stardomÝ watsup?!!!

cresent park

Umaid Ahmed, Rahil Aziz Hussen, Christophe Browne, Aditya Chawla, Min Jun Choi, Jason Cornelius, Varun
Garg, Chung Won Kim, Dong In Kim, Apoorv Kumar, John Lalnunmawia, Deven Martin, Jayjit Mohanty, Viraj
Nanda, Godwin Nannan, Changwon Park, Mrunal Patel, Roahn Puskur, Janith Ratnam, Rinngheta Renthlei,
Krit Ruenruedeepanya, Varun Krisana Sadasivam Ganash, Shloke Sen, Yash Shah, Surya Shahi, Siddharth
Sharma, Jamie Shin.
Crescent Park is a fun enthusiastic dorm where all your dorm mates are like your brothers no matter what
age, grade, nationality, or religion, especially Aby the only 7th grader amongst us 8th graders. After school we
come back to dorm and have a fun time playing football, basketball, listening to music or watching T.V. in the
social room. At night we play games in dorm, hang out in each other's rooms, and cook and eat on the swings.
Mr. Joshua is a strict and punctual dorm parent, but at the same time he is very supportive and musical. Especially he is a very lovable man. This is our small home away from home:
Umaid - Pappu				
Siddharth - Hindi rapper			
Christophe - Tofu			
Shloke - Ed Hardy			
Varun Garg - Ghajini			
Jamie - Kheguri				
Chang Won Park - Porky Pig		
Dong In - Silencer			
Godwin - Rajinikanth			
John - Lil Wayne			
Krit - Computer Freak			
Rohan - Puskurity			
Janith - Ratman				
Mrunal - Master Blaster
Jacob - Little Man [We miss you guys]
Ryu - Eiffel Tower [We miss you guys]
Juan - Dollar Man [We miss you guys] 			

Deven - American Idiot
Surya - Shahiman
Aditya- Ace Guitarist
Apoorv - Drama Queen
Varun Kupusamy - Kundasamy
Min Jun - Minjunaa
Chung Won Kim - Junkloose
Yash - Kenyan Woods
Rinngheta - Spastic Monkey
Rahil - Chamaar
Jason - Totoro Goaly
Viraj - Virus
Jayjit - Aby

By: Dorm Rep., Ghajini and his support.

kennedy

Shonali Ahooja, Geeta Bhambhani, Astha Bhatia, Jessica D'Cunha, Karishma D'Lima, Fiona Dean, Zenden Dorjee,
Jayoon Hong, Aaliya Jamal, Nilani Jawahar, Vrusti Kanakia, Jee Hyun Kim, Bo Hye Kwon, Leeseul Lee, Shanice
Mansukhani, Pallavi Nagesh, Lezume Phuenkhang, Pawanda Phumiphakmethakul, Richa Sabnis, Sirjana Shakya,
Purvi Shroff, Natasha Sumant, Rintso Tobgyel, Krithika Vanamali, Claudia Vitantonio.
LOCKERROOMMORNINGS. Epicshowers. Greenlight. EyelinerOutsideDorm. SuperMassiveColdShower.
BabyWhenTheLightsGoOut. HighPitches. Speakers. Muzaks. VIDEOS. ClothingExchangeProgram. KoreanMonopolyOverKitchen. CatFights. Bhajans. Break-ups. Make-ups. Laughing. Crying. LotsofCrying. LotsandLotsofCrying. DRAMA. S**Talks. Inter-RoomSkype. SLEEPING. NOTsleeping. COFFEE. Orga. DORMTREAT!
DormMeeting. Mrs.D. Devotions. Giggles. Devotions. Sweeeeeny! Joysticks! LotsandLotsandLOTSofLove.
Mika. ELECTRA. Lackthereof.LateNightTalks. Distractions.Kuchooo! TheROOF. Seniors. OlderSeniors.
WhataTit! YouKannnaaat! Romber! Romber !StolenFish. LiveFish. DeadFish. Ensci. BeatIt! Babycakes!
Puzhes! Paikundhe! Talam-a! Thatha! Thaaaaiyaa! NO!
Fiona - Try to keep other people's hands off yourself!! :P Vrusti - She stole my boyfriend!!
Jessicow - Solar Powered Vibrator! Chatting with Google translate again? Aaliya - **** you! I cooked it!
Purva - OMG you guys, I'm looking SO hot today! Pallesh - Palle-re-re-re-re-re! So much you took? For one
pee time? Max-to-Max? Rintso - Dhka Karishma - Sorepathle, beef pickle, brownies, cookies! FOOD!
Claudia - Dorm phone! Cell phone! Long distance relationships 24/7! Astha - You guyssssss. I'm on a roll!
Natasha - I'm from planet Tashaaa! PABO must die! Tasha phone homeee! Zenden - Big B! Greatest hog
ever! Bohye - Babo! Jayoon - Shin Ramyun! Neoguri! Richa - It takes skill to trip over flat surfaces.
Nilani - *silence*... Geeta - Gee-ta Bham-bhani! Math! Bio! Psych!!! HELP! Shonali - Crackers with cheese
and olives! Leeseul - Cute one, cooking noodles, chatting with Geetums in Japanese Lezume - Biggest ..... in
dorm?! Jeehyun - HOTSTUFF! 3.141592654... Sirjana - Artistic one! Pawanda - Sirjana's big squishy panda
bear! bewwwwww! ... papnueng! Krithika - Dorm Goalie! Shanice - Shanuuu! Feed mee!
Mrs. Lawrence - GIRLSSSS! I'm LOCKINGG!! Ms. Esmie! - Girrrrls. Go do your Dobi! Don't be playin' the
fool! You giddy-headed girls! Okay, now. SHAT UPPP! And GET OUUUUT!

lochend

Danish Aziz Hussen, Vishesh Bhojani, Ananda Boga, Anand Bohmer, Sai Krishna Chittoor Krishna Reddy,
Nikhil Dalal, Stephan Das, Narsingh Dixit, Guarav Dua, Yash Gupta, Tanveer Haque, Shreyansh Jain, Min
Jun Jeong, Krunal Kabutarwala, Punit Kachalia, Kenji Kakumoto, Da Vin Kang, Ameer Khemchandani, Skylor
Knoll, Param Mirpuri, Ishaan Mishra, Neil Monteiro, Nitin Monteiro, Amar Nathwani, Varun Nayar, Vinay Ramesh,
Adheip Rashada, Devraj Ray, Chayaphon Ruenruedeepanya, Nihar Shah, Sutej Sharma, Punnamate
Sungthongchanok, Chayuthpong Tinnakorn, Dugyel Tobgye, Alekh Trivedi, Sriram Uthayakumar, Aditya Vora.
Adheip- trickster					Vinay- lovestruck businessman
Sai- bodybuilder 					
Stephen- Chinese teacher
Yash G.- Street Macha					
Devraj- freedom fighter
Nihar- hippie						Shreyansh- Bill Gates
Neil- Alvin and the Chipmunks				
Sutej- Hot Stuff
Dugyel- Chin						
Kenji- Portgas.D.are + MK
Vishesh- Gorilla who plots to steal all the hot water
Punit- Big bad bully
Nikhil- Manliest Guju
Sriram- Laved by all- Yaiii!!
Amar- The Stud of the dorm
Dinesh- Cruiser
Param- Michael Jackson
Nitin- Pimp of 9th Grade- jhetta			
Ameer- too much Coke
Alekh- rockstar with Kool-Aid
Best- Ta Da
DaVin- KFC					
Tanveer- terrorist					Varun- Stud Muffin
Vora- Batista						Om- Synyster Gates
Dua- New fish (Old Fish Anush)				
Anand- Mr. Computer
Narsingh- J & K12					
Ishaan- Self-Proclaimed Genius and Exhibitionist
Pong- OMFG!! Astha, they are stealing my food.		
Mr. Thomas- BULLLY!
Krunal- Bullet da macha.
Boga- Youthrise President who wants to steal all the hot water but loves the environment too much to take a bath
Surats- pride and joy with a knack for fixing windows and sinks

mayvilla

Sai Allena, Talib Chitalwala, Yoon Soo Choi, Yongtak Chung, Joshua D'Cunha, Abhilash Deswal, Glenn Georgey, Vrutant Kanakia, Jeongyeop Lee, Nakul Misra, Jin Hoon Park, Narian Ratan, Diveakssh Schae, Karan
Shah, Bonny Sharma, Worawit Singsomdee, Faraz Wahlang, Jie-Hwan Yang, Singye Yonten.
The 7 rooms, the 20 people, that dog who will never stop barking, and the warm Jaikumar family. That is what
makes Mayvilla dorm! The morning is marked with cries of ßcan I use your B?û ßHurry up, bus is here!û or that
little request from the security; sign please? It's amazing how we 9th graders have packed in so much fun into
just one year! Our visits to our amazing, evergreen Bendy, our hangout times at main campus, our relaxing in
dorm on lazy Sundays, etc. Why, it seems like just yesterday when we arrived; all set for a fresh year at KIS.
Abhilash: The most hyper of us all! He runs faster than our dorm internet!
Bonny: There's something fishy about this boy...
Choi: Wannabe Yao Ming
Diveakssh: Can I have a bite? ßhave you heard the butter joke?û
Faraz: Muscle man!! ßHuh? That's not funny... I didn't get itû beef pickle
Glenn: I love my COCONUTS!! ßThiruvanannnnthapurramû
Jeongyeop: Game ADDICT!!
Jie Hwan: Jie Hwan vs. Room No. 3 WWIII!!!
Jin Hoon: ßFormal night was one crazy night, man!û
Joshua: PIGLET! Laughs with his t-shirt neck inside his mouth! Crazy laugh!
Karan: Mama Afrika!
Min Jun: Big Buff Boy
Nakul: Notorious B.I.G. ! You think I'm aggressive? I'll whip you, I'm aggressive!
Narain: Taken the back seat. Chillaxed.
Pai: How's the view from up there? Pajama boy!
Sai: Sorry! Two!Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero TWO! Zero Zero Zero Zero! ...Sorry, dude
Singye: The next number 10!
Sunny: I'm a lean, mean, flirting machine!
Talib: Daddy-long legs!
Yong Taek: The next Ji Sung Park!
THANKS MISS JAIKUMAR FOR A WONDERFUL YEAR!!
In memory of our eternal Captain

penryn

Ashish Advani, Arjun Bisht, Devayu Chowqule, Joash Cornelius, Sabyasachi Das, Jason Deschamps, Ankush
Dutta, Akashneel Duttasharma, Krishnan Ganesan, Arjan Gill, Vasudev Gupta, Jamsel Gyaltshen, Han Gil
Jang, Rahul Kamte, Chemet Kharyak, Hee Sung Kim, Se-Young Kim, Dong- Gyu Lee, Min- Gyu Lee,
Chandan Pradhan, Raviteja Puskur, Rennil Ratnam, Sahil Ratnam, Meesamali Remtulla, Rinzova Renthlei,
Siddhant Sawarkar, Emanuel Schultz, Kei Takahashi, Viren Wadhwa.
Happy Moments: Praise God
Difficult Moments: Seek God
Quiet Moments: Worship God
Painful Moments: Trust God
Every Moment: Thank God
These are the values imbibed in Penrynites through our stay in this dorm.
A home away from home where soccer players, geniuses, musicians and the "great" tennis players have
blossomed. Penryn has always been the dorm where boys become men, where the rules culture us into
responsible adults. The Penryn boys have always enjoyed the sunshine outside their rooms and in Mr. &
Mrs. B's hearts.
A dorm suitably located close to school, Tibs, Gym and Field. Just as close as this dorm stays with every Penrynite throughout their life.
Among the men of the future are engineers, world rally championship racers, policemen, entrepreneur, drummers, journalist, president of Korea, soccer players, businessman, chefs, wildlife conservationists, doctors and
artists.
Dream what you want to dream,
Go where you want to go,
Be what you want to be,
Because you have only one life and one chance to do all the things you want to do. This is what our Penryn is
all about.

phelps

Sarita Andrews, Chatchanida Chanthananan, Arshia Choudhrie, Tamara Crasto, Andrea Dcunha, Sanjana
Gothi, Ritsen Gyaltshen, Heather Helvink, Seo Yoon Hyun, Eun Hye Joo, Eun Jee Joo, Tenzing Sangmo
Lama, Kirsten Mendonca, Sophiyaa Nayar, Chanita Ninnernnon, Ji Yeon Park, Karen Rai, Tepootu Rai, Mirei
Shirai, Risa Shirai, Abigail Sohklet, Dusita Thaitrong, Sangye Tseyang, Meghna Vachhani, Vrushti Vakharia,
Manjari Venkatesh, Fizza Zaidi.
Phelps, less of a dorm and more of a family. Returning from our vacations to Phelps is more like returning to a
home away from home. The most loving dorm parent in the world. If one did not know better, they would probably
start doubting their own parents with the amount of love she has for us! Different kinds of people, completely
different perspectives and personalities. Yet, we defend each other as if we are all of the same blood. That's
what is called "Unity in Diversity" and it is abundant in this home of ours.
Those noisy alarms and those non-stop due assignments. Those funny days in which we go from room to room
asking just one question: "Oye! Do you have any food left?" Maggie, a very important member of the Phelps family. But the way we cook is very different from the normal way. We experiment. This usually causes a huge mess
in the kitchen but every ten experiments, something almost edible is made. Of course we have consequences for
our- very original- actions. The kitchen is locked up for a week. That one week without the kitchen makes us feel like
we're in the set of the movie Cast Away. Except the fact that we consider our conditions to be much worse (Even
when they're not).
But what I love best about this family is the way not even one member is forgotten. If it's someone's birthday, no
matter how many assignments are due the next day, our family will always find some way to make that person feel
special. And special doesn't mean wishing that person happy birthday. It means doing something amazing for them.
Making sure they never forget that one day.
The memories of this dorm will always stick with us, just like cheese sticks to the middle of our cheese dosas.
Those everlasting memories will always be with us no matter where we go. And we will always look back and say:
"Wow! That was the best year of my life!" Phelps. Not just a dorm or a family but a memory, too.
By Sophiyaa Nayar, Phelps.

sherwood

Shanzeh Ameen, Trpta Bains, Yeseswi Basnet, Madhurima Chakraborty, Anastasia de Poulpiquet du
Haloquet, Elena Dutt, Evangeline Keswani, Ridi Khan, Mi Sol Kim, Esha Kochhar, Reva Mahapatra, Mehar
Malik, Judith Marzo Carter, Reshma Misra, Amy Nannan, Wenona Rai, Tanvi Shriyan, Tarini Srinivasan, Ananya Tuli.
Twenty girls. Five shower stalls. One home: Sherwood, "Home of the Princesses", although Miss C would be
sure to argue with that when she sees our rooms. What else is there? The torturous bell, ready to be rang for a
dorm meeting or devotion, where it is impossible to keep us still. But who would want to be quiet when a dorm
like ours comes together? Nobody else has sophomores like ours; Trpta, (piano prodigy and Punjabi MC), is
rarely seen without Reva, who is in turn rarely seen without her food, and is the cutest thing alive. Anastasia,
Frenchie with the amazing wardrobe and cooking skills to match, is very outspoken in dorm meetings, a complete
contrast with Tanvi, with her envious poker-straight hair, and her definite sense of style. We also have Yeseswi,
resident jock, and our latest addition. Wenona is the quietest, but courage doesn't always roar; the whole dorm
listens when she chooses to speak. Tarini doesn't share that trait; she is the representative of every single social
networking site, ever. And where there's Tarini, there's Ridi, dressed to kill, with her amazing voice; she's sure
to be a superstar one day. Often chattering away to Ridi in Bengali is Shanzeh, who can't see past her hair,
is always sitting on top of Ananya, as Anya's fingers itch for her phone. Esha puts forward her ideas in her
cultured, intelligent voice, and Angel livens up meetings with her humour. We're going to miss our seniors, our
voices of Sherwood. Reshma is always ready to help, whether it's a World Lit Paper or a boy issue. Madhu is
as pretty as her name. Their strong voices make sure we get what we need, even if it is as small as being able
to use the washing machine. Krishna's sweet smiles and NHS announcements are a constant factor of our
meetings; her gentleness is shown through her vegetarianism and her treatment of those younger than her.
Judith is usually one of the quiet ones, but she always stands up for her rights. Amy is the kind of good person
everyone aspires to be. Mehar, math genius, exudes the same peaceful quality. She always keeps her cool,
which can't be said about Mi Sol, because we all remember her awesome dancing at the first dorm bonding
of the year! We hate it when people play the piano in dorm, but when Mi Sol plays, we hate it when she stops.
Playing Radiohead on the piano is Elena and we can't get ready in the morning without her pump-up music.
Everyone in Sherwood this past year has a bond that is more than just smirking at each other when running to
our rooms, freezing, in our towels. We have a bond that is a sisterhood- and sisters don't forget.

solvik

Tanvi Aggarwal, Tareeni Bogra, Pallavi Chatterjee, Naina Chauhan, Schweta Chitalia, Mahi Chopra, Menda
Karden Dorji, Siobhan Forbes, Rachel Jayaprakash, Moksha Kumar, Hyun Joo Lee, Soo Yeon Lim, Sumi
Mahmud, Jean Manners, Pratichi Mishra, Divija Mohan, Anjana Modal, Sangeetha Muthiah, Richa Pimpalapure, Varsha Ponnappa, Megha Roy, Lalrinchhani Sangsiama, Jazba Singh, Zuki Tobgye, Juhi Valia
What if
Richa: left early for school
Mahi: did not wear animal printed clothing
Siobhon: did not put on awesome hats
Sangeetha and Rinte: did not wear such bright clothing
Divija: did not wear make up to school
Shweta: answered her dad's calls
Zuki: looked for a recipe for weight gain
Moksha: did not create scary entrance posters
Jazba: stayed solemn and drama-less
Naina: did not throw Sunday birthday parties out on the lawn
Jean: grew curly hair
Hyun Joo: started socializing with everyone in the dorm
Pratichi: did not get HD quality movies.
Tanvi: entered in time for all solvik craziness
Varsha: wore her glasses to school
Soo: started speaking like a Guju
Juhi: did not say things like "dude, are you schizophrenia?"
Rachel: got hot water for her morning showers
Sumi: had a short history at this awesome school
Preeti: became less of a part of this dorm
Mrs. Ruth: did not have such amazing rocks.
then Solvik Dorm wouldn't be this amazing dorm it is with the most crazy set of girls and a glowing dormparent.
We love you, Mrs. Ruth.

lower swedish house

Prashant Bagheesh, Ashish Banavathu, Seungtaek Chung, Vivek Desai, Dhawan Dirksen, Mark Joseph,
Eun-taek Jung, Siddharth Kapoor, Tae Hong Kim, Shourya Misra, Sang Hyuk Moon, Johan Moraes, Ezekeil
Myrchiang Wallang, Shearee Namgyal, Chayin Ninnernnon, Kush Patel, Vineet Posani, Nipun Rajbhandary,
Godwin Rayen, Chanon Rungarunsirichoke, Prajan Sanku, Chayanan Tinnakorn.

			
I like this dorm because it was my first dorm at KIS and it is like a second home to me. It is just like home
because it has the same things like my home and has a very nice dorm parent who takes care of all of us just
like
his kids and a dorm relief who is also very kind. The dorm is one of the largest dorms and it is very warm
		
because of the friendship we share. I love this dorm and it rocks.
Siddharth Kapoor- Grade 7
Swedish House is a humongous yet cozy dorm. It's filled with lots of faces & people to make friends with. After
school I feel tired and then Swedish house is just like home sweet home. The people in Swedish House are
like one big family that play & support & help each other.
Johan Moraes - Grade 7

upper swedish house

Steen Arthur, Utaiyashankar Azhahiyaselvan Pollachi, Ananth Banavathu, Kevin Georgey, Abhijeet Henry,
Abhishek Henry, MinHo Heo, Vincent Ibach, Sameehanay Jahagirdar, Amin Khadka, Hyun Woo Lee, Vaibhav Malla, Jedediah Myrchiang Wallang, Beom Soo Oh, Hojun Park, Ruben Peter, Arnon Rungarunsirichoke,
Samarth Shamanur Mallikarjun, Adhrit Shrestha, Jibrael Younus
Come to Swedish house upper dorm you can get many good things. It is the most sweet and peaceful and
happy dorm that I ever saw! Over in the dorm you get a lot of hot water so you can have a bath anytime you
want. Also you get a sweet little dorm snack from a pretty dorm parent Ms Fatima. You can watch TV in your
free time. You can work on the computers in study time. You will even have a nice roommate.
Ho Jun: I have just moved into the Swedish upper dorm. This dorm is a like a family with lovely dorm parents
and a dorm-sister. This is my first time in a boarding and I enjoy it very much. Everyone is sociable and easy
to make friends with. Swedish upper dorm is the best dorm (At least for me). I love it. The first look leaves an
impression. So my first impression of boarding is that it ROCKS.
Vincent: Swedish upper dorm is the sweetest and most perfect dorm because we have 100 lts. geezer and our
pretty and kind dorm parent called Mrs. Fatima Jackson. She is there to help and take care of us and the best
part is we got wireless. We don't want to go to any other dorm and want to stay in Swedish upper dorm, which
is our house.
Min Ho: Swedish House upper dorm is a great place to stay in where the wind is soft and gentle and if you
see out of the window WOW! There is a beautiful sight to look at with trees, vehicles, animals and many more
things. In the Swedish house dorm 5th to 7th graders stay but 5th and 6th graders stay up with their dorm
parents, Mrs. Fatima and Mr. Noel Jackson with their daughter Jennifer. They are very kind to us and are very
loving at the same time and Jennifer is always there to give us a helping hand. They choose the right path for
us to follow. Even though we fight some times they are there to help us and stop the fight. We have a social
room, a comp lab and 9 rooms. We have lots of fun in the dorm. We play outside in the field.
We are like brothers in this wonderful dorm call THE SWEDISH HOUSE UPPER.

westover

Karina Acharya, Rahel Andrews,Vedhika Arvind, Afrin Bhattacharya, Rhea Browne, Chang Ah Yeon, Rhea
Chavda, Sai Mahathi Chittoor Krishna Reddy, Ananyah Iyer, Subin Jeon, Pyunghwa Jung, Apisaya Kaewsook,
Neeranuch Kaewsook, Akriti Karki, Nada Khan, Sung Kyeong Kim, Sanaya Mehra,Tanya Murphy,Tara Murphy,
Anya Nath, Chanisara Ninnernnon, Grace Nuntluangi, Jae Eun Oh, Yoojin Park, Sinh Pratap, Devina Uday
Pratap Sinh, Lydia Rymbai, Heeral Sahajwalla, Baijayanti Silwal, Kiko Yokota.
Mahathi, Afrin, Vedhika! Waaake upp! We all quickly roll out of bed as it's the second wake up call. We can
hear all the fourth, fifth and sixth graders running up and down the hall way upstairs, and as expected we here
Mrs. Sam "Kiko! Get up" and the sevies are having their daily Who gets to have a shower first drama.
We're all dressed up and out of dorm by 7:35, but Anya is still busy straightening her hair or making sure she
smells good. She's always the last person out of dorm.
By the time we're back from school, most of us are on CC or just too tired to do anything but sleep and the
only thing you can hear in dorm is the 5th and 6th grade shouting "Im first on the comp!!!! No I've booked that
comp"
After dinner, we all run-up to study hall but none of us can concentrate with the mouth-watering aroma of Mr.
Sam's cooking. We're all restless and waiting for dorm snack.
We get into bed by 9:30 and the only thing worth our long tiring days is a warm hug and kiss on the cheek
from Mrs. Sam.

wissy

Pearl Agarwal, Apama Balanarayanan, Ahilya Chawla, Pema Choden, Helena De Zomer, Andry DeJong,
Rukmini Dey, Bhavi Doshi, Christina Hauva, Mi Su Jang, Nyla Khan, Namrata Loka, Anushka Meholtra,
Khandu Om, Ji- Hye Park, Shristi Sen, Vyoma Shah, Neema Tsering, Nithya Varghese, Kunsang Wangmo,
Bhagya Yadav, Oona Yadav.
There is a dorm named Wissy, best in the world. We have the awesomest and the nicest girls;
There is Namrata, who is forever by the TV She's always watching tennis, or her favourite roadies!
Rukmini may be a nerd, but when she's not working,She's having fun - eating chocolate and dancing!
Neema looks quite innocent, but don't be fooled, She's very, very, evil but also very cool.
Bhavi is smart, friendly and small, She's also one of the biggest fans of Nadal!
Anushka's Awesomeness annoys us a lot But it wouldn't be the same without her TV show talk.
Andry is really crazy and talks way too much, She spends her time reading and dancing like a nut.
Pearl, we have some really bad news, You're kinda addicted to shoes.....
Nyla seems, to always, be on some kinda diet, Shristi on the other hand, is very, very quiet.
Bhagya and Ahilya are quite a sight, always after dorm treat, having a pillow fight!
Khandu and Nithya have a common link, they are both obsessed, with the color pink.
Aparna has, to be true, an awesome music taste, not only that, but at sports, she is quite an ace!
Oona is one, you will find, always with a smile, she's either chatting with her friends, or playing piano for a while.
Christina loves facebook and movies of all sorts, Kunsang on the contrary, loves to play sports.
Pema makes jokes with everyone, everywhere! Mi Su's the one who's great at cutting hair!
Ji Hye is very good at art, as everyone can see, Vyoma is no doubt, the dorms sweetie.
Miri has a unique vintage style, and is lots of fun! Her roommate Helena, loves to soak up the sun!
Mrs.Tandon is of course, very, very clever, she is (obviously) the best dorm parent ever!

day scholars

So many Day Scholars! Above are pictured some of this big group: Jessica Abraham, Samuel Alfred, Isbaro Alan
Alphonse, Roopa Alphonse, Abhishek Andrew, Blessing Daniel Arul Raj, Preeti Baweja, Jai Viknesh Bheeman, Hannah
Billage, Triyansha Biswas, Jessica Britto, Cyril Cherian, Caroline Chettri, Noah Chettri, Joash Daniel, Vashti Daniel, Sheahan
Devadoss, Nadia Fareed, Mikhail Fernandes, Samuel Francis, Susannah Francis, Daniel Friesen, Loren Friesen, Rebecca
Friesen, Anup Gilson, Malaika Godinho, Shaun Godinho, Shreya Gopinath, Samyukta Govindarajan, Swati Govindarajan,
Tobin Haeusler, Akil Hameed, Irfana Hameed, Joshua Hoffman, Nadia Jayaprakash, Praba Jeeva, Kares Jerome, Kelita
Jerome, Ketsa Neha, Goldie Jesolit, Aaron Jones, Aashka Ann Joseph, Mammen Joseph, Matthew Joseph, Rohaan Joseph,
Karishma Joshi, Vera Bo Sunray Kagedal, Dharam Kapila, Prashant Kapila, Jake Klingelhofer, Abhishek Krishnamoorthy,
Anand Krishnamoorthy, Eo Jin Lee, Chechong Lhamo, Aydn Luy, Jacob Luy, Joseph Luy, Septembyr Martin, Theresa Martin,
Ephraim Michael, Jwaalyn Morgan, Arthur morris, Jaideep Narayanan, Jerusha Narayanan, Joel Navam, Namita Navam,
Pratiti Navam, Taslina Nazar, Nelsen Cyrus, Isaiah Nelsen, Lydianna Nelsen, Priyadarshini Panchapakesan, Sharad Patel, Persis Patrick, Philemon Patrick, Jane Paul Jaikumar, Nathan Paul, Yasha Paul, Deki Pelden, Sophia Rajasekar, Nuni
Ramnath, Wytze Ramnath, Tanya Ravindran, Rijul Ray, Josey Redder, Akhila Reguraj, Nadisha Sagar, Maya Sarkar,
Prashant Sarkar, Jose Selvaraj, Sampras Selvaraj, Aadit Sen, Anushka, Sen, Surbhi Shand, Aaliaa Sharma, Archit Sinha
Babu, Ayaneel Sinha Babu, Hannah Smoot, Benjamin Solomon, Joshua Solomon, Tyler Stengele, Zach Stengele. Kevin
Stephans, Jacob Stevens- Lubin, Leo Stevens- Lubin, Elijah Stewart, Tiffany Stewart, Meghna Susheel, Atheed Thameem,
Ashish Trivedi, Pravar Trivedi, Kinley Tshering, Abraham Varghese, Anna Varghese, Yohaan Varghese, Arudra Vavilapalli,
Arjun Vedmurthy, Pooja Vedmurthy, SivaRanjani Veerakumar, Neha Venkatesan, Sruti Venkatesan, Arjun Venkatesh, Sime
Victor Paul, Dominik Wuthrich, Hanna Wuthrich, Jakob Wuthrich, Micah Yesudian.
You see us walking in two minutes before the bell rings with a hand full of books. We have a full stomach of delicious food all the time. We are always full of energy and are constantly having fun. We are ready to leave at the end
of the day to sleep in a special place we call home. When we reach home we are ready for a good home cooked
meal. Our beds and rooms are special places awaiting us. This is what it is like being a DAY SCHOLAR!!!!!

KÝ8

preschool & kindergarten

(Left to right) Top row : Mrs. Radhika Sagar, Archit Babu, Abhishek Andrew,
Pravar Trivedi.Bottom row: Joshua Hoffman, Jessica Britto, Maya Sarkar,
Jerusha Narayanan, Vera Kagedal

Abhishek Tijo
Andrew

Jessica Britto

Joshua Caleb
Hoffman

Archit Sinha
Babu

Vera Bo Sunray
Kagedal

Jerusha Mandira
Narayanan

Pravar Trivedi

Maya Sarkar

grades 1 & 2

Pratiti Navam

(Left to right) Mrs. Suchitra Chettri, Meghna Susheel, Aaliaa Sharma, Pratiti Navam, Hanna Wthrich,
Dominik Wthrich, Jakob Wthrich, Micah Yesudian, Kelita Jerome, Aydn Luy, Lydianna Nelsen
Aaliaa Sharma

Meghna Susheel

Lydianna
Nelsen

Hanna
Wthrich

Dominik Ernest
Wüthrich

Kelita Esha
Jerome

Jakob William
Wüthrich

Aydn Anthony
Luy

Micah
Yesudian

grades 3 & 4

(Left to right) Top row : Isaiah Nelsen, Rebecca Friesen, Kiko Yokota, Ephraim Michael, Mrs. Lynea Mitchell
Middle row : Rohaan Joseph, Neeranuch Kaewsook ,Prashant Sarkar, Joash Daniel, Nuni Ramnath, Jane Paul Jaikumar
Bottom row : Ayaneel Sinha Babu, Blessing Daniel Arul Raj ,Anushka Sen ,Eo Jin Lee, Ashish Trivedi

grade
3
Rohaan Joseph

Eo Jin Lee

Prashant Sarkar

Anushka Sen

Ashish Trivedi

Blessing Daniel
Arul Raj

Joash Daniel

Rebecca
Friesen

Neeranuch
Kaewsook

Jacob Luy

Ephraim
Michael

Isaiah Nelsen

Jane Jaikumar

Nuni Ramnath

Ayaneel Sinha
Babu

Kiko Yokota

grade
4

grade 5

(Left to right) Top row : Amin Khadka, Cyrus Nelsen, Steen Arthur,Grace Nuntluangi, Tanya Ravindran, Josephine Victor
Paul, Susannah Francis, Hannah Smoot
Bottom row : Aadit Sen, Roopa Alphonse, Elijah Stewart, Jaideep Narayanan, Samarth Shamanur, Jedediah Myrchiang
Wallang, Arnon Rungarunsirichoke, Ananth Banavathu, Pooja Vedmurthy, Pyunghwa Jung, Marie-Claire Mugalu, Mrs.
Joseph Pearlin

Roopa Alphonse

David Arthur

Ananth
Banavathu

Susanna
Francis

Pyunghwa Jung

Amin Khadka

Marie-Claire
Mugalu

Jedediah
Wallang

Jaideep
Narayanan

Cyrus Nelsen

Grace
Nuntluangi

Tanya
Ravindran

Arnon Rungarunsirichoke

Aadit Sen

Samarth Shamanur Mallikarjun

Hannah Smoot

Elijah Stewart

Pooja
Vedmurthy

Neha
Venkatesan

Sime Josephine
Victor Paul

grade 6

(Left to right) Top row: Ms. Janice Vanhaltren, Seungtaek Chung, Adhrit Shrestha, Sameehanay Jahagirdar,
Vaibhav Malla, Vincent Ibach, Mrs. Mini Cherian, 3rd row: Beom Soo Oh, Ruben Peter, Jibrael Younus, Kinley Tshering, Utaiyashankar Azhahiyaselvan Pollachi, Hojun Park, MinHo Heo, Kevin Georgey, 2nd row: Arudra Vavilapalli,
Akhila Reguraj, Apisaya Kaewsook, Swati Govindarajan, Tanya Murphy, Namita Navam, Triyansha Biswas, Rhea
Chavda, Chanisara Ninnernnon, Ah Yeon Chang, Akriti Karki, Bottom row : Abhijeet Henry, Abhishek Henry,
Mammen Joseph, Hyun Woo Lee, Kevin Stephen, Ezekeil Myrchiang Wallang, Anand Krishnamoorthy

Utaiyashankar
Azhahiyaselva

Triyansha
Biswas

Ah Yeon Chang

Rhea
Chavda

Seungtaek
Chung

Kevin Georgey

Swati
Govindarajan

Abhijeet Henry

Abhishek Henry

MinHo Heo

Vincent Ibach

Sameehanay
Jahagirdar

Mammen
Joseph

Apisaya
Kaewsook

Akriti Karki

Anandh
Krishnamoorthy

Hyun Woo
Lee

Vaibhav Malla

Tanya Murphy

Ezekeil Wallang
Myrchiang

Namita Navam

Chanisarah
Ninnernnon

Beom Soo Oh

Hojun Park

Ruben Peter

Akhila Reguraj

Adhrit Shrestha

Kevin Stephen

Kinley Tshering

Arudra
Vavilapalli

Jibrael Younus

grade 7

(Left to right ) Top row: Akil Hameed, Sang Hyuk Moon, Kush Patel, Prajan Sanku, Chayanan Tinnakorn, Abraham Varghese,
Vivek Desai, Chayin Ninnernnon, Shourya Misra, Arthur Morris
3rd row: Rahel Andrews, Baijayanti Silwal, Loren Friesen, Dhawan Dirksen, Devina Uday Pratap Sinh, Hannah Billage, Heeral
Sahajwalla, Sung Kyeong Kim, Eun-taek Jung, Godwin Rayen,
2nd row: Tae Hong Kim, Wytze Ramnath, Prashant Bagheesh, Samuel Francis, Rhea Browne, Karina Acharya, Siddharth
Kapoor, Kares Jerome, Shearee Namgyal
Bottom row: Jwaalyn Morgan, Tara Murphy, Johan Moraes, Anup Damien Gilson, Chanon Rungarunsirichoke, Joseph Luy,
Nipun Rajbhandary, Vineet Posani

Karina Acharya

Rahel Andrews

Prashant
Bagheesh

Ashish
Banavathu

Hannah Billage

Rhea Brown

Vivek Desai

Dhawan Dirksen

Samuel Francis

Loren Friesen

Anup Gilson

Akil Hameed

Vallarika
Hemanth

Kares Jerome

Mark Joseph

Eun-taek Jung

Siddharth
Kapoor

Sung Kyeong
Kim

Tae Hong Kim

Joseph Luy

Shourya Misra

Jayjit Mohanty

Sang Hyuk
Moon

Johan Moraes

Jwaalyn Morgan

Arthur Morris

Tara Murphy

Shearee
Namgyal

Chayin
Ninnernnon

Kush Patel

Vineet Posani

Devina Uday
Pratap Sinh

Nipun
Rajbhandary

Wytze
Ramnath

Godwin Rayen

Chanon
Rungarunsirichoke

Heeral
Sahajwalla

Prajan Sanku

Baijayanti Silwal

Chayanan
Tinnakorn

Abraham
Varghese

grade 8

(Left to right ) Top row : Dong In Kim, Krit Ruenruedeepanya, Min Jun Choi,Chung Won Kim, Surbhi Shand, Risa Shirai,Ananyah
Iyer, Nada Khan, Anya Nath, Lydia Rymbai, Irfana Hameed, Manjari Venkatesh, Sanaya Mehra, Yoojin Park, Sai Mahathi
Reddy, Subin Jeon, Sophia Rajasekar, Afrin Bhattacharya
Bottom row : Apoorv Kumar,Jason Cornelius Eun Jee Joo,Changwon Park,Deven Martin,Aditya Chawla Rinngheta Renthlei,
John Lalnunmawia, Rahil Aziz Hussen, Shaun Godinho,Rohan Joseph, Janith Ratnam,Yash Shah,Christophe Browne, Rohan
Puskur, Umaid Ahmed, Vaurn Garg, Jamie Shin, Varun Kupusamy, Godwin Nannan, Mrunal Patel, Tepootu Rai

Vedhika Arvind

Christophe
Browne

Afrin
Bhattacharya

Christophe
Browne

Aditya Chawla

Caroline
Chettri

Sai Mahathi
Chittoor Krishna
Reddy

Min Jun Choi

Jason Cornelius

Varun Garg

Shaun Godinho

Irfana Hameed

Ananyah Iyer

Subin Jeon

Eun Jee Joo

Rohan Joseph

Nada Khan

Chung Won Kim

Dong In Kim

Umaid Ahmed

Apoorv Kumar

Varun
Kupusamy

John
Lalnunmawia

Deven Martin

Sanaya Mehra

Viraj Nanda

Godwin Nannan

Anya Nath

JaeEun Oh

Changwon Park

Yoojin Park

Mrunal Patel

Rohan Puskur

Tepootu Rai

Sophia
Rajasekar

Janith Ratman

Rinngheta
Renthlei

Krit
Ruenruedeepanya

Lydia Rymbai

Shloke Sen

Yash Shah

Surya Shahi

Surbhi Shand

Jamie Shin

Risa Shirai

Manjari
Venkatash

Siddharth
Sharma

HIGH
SCHOOL

grade 9

Jessica
Abraham

Danish Aziz

Samuel Alfred

Jai Viknesh
Bheeman

Sai Allena

Sarita Andrews

Chatchanida
Chanthananan

Talib Chitalwala

Arshia
Choudhrie

Yongtak Chung

Tamara Crasto

Joshua D'Cunha

Andrea Dcunha

Abhilash Deswal

Nadia Fareed

Glenn Georgey

Sanjana Gothi

Ritsen Gyaltshen

Heather Helvink

Seo Yoon Hyun

Nadia
Jayaprakash

Praba Jeeva

Min Jun Jeong

Eun Hye Joo

Vrutant Kanakia

Yoon Soo Choi

Ketsa Jerome

Aaron Jones

Ameer
Khemchandani

Tenzing Lama

Jeongyeop Lee

Chechong
Lhamo

Kirsten
Mendonca

Param Mirpuri

Nakul Misra

Nitin Monteiro

Amar Nathwani

Joel Navam

Sophiyaa Nayar

Taslina Nazar

Chanita
Ninnernnon

Priyadarshini
Panchapakesan

Ji Yeon Park

Jin Hoon Park

Karen Rai

Narain Ratan

Josey Redder

Diveakssh
Schae

Karan Shah

Bonny Sharma

Mirei Shirai

Worawit
Singsomdee

Abigail Sohkhlet

Benjamin
Solomon

Tyler Stengele

Dusita Thaitrong

Atheed
Themeem

Alekh Trivedi

Sangye Tseyang

Sriram
Uthayakumar

Meghna
Vachhani

Vrushti Vakharia

Anna Varghese

Sruti Venkatesan

Jie Hwan Yang

Singye Yonten

Faraz Wahlang

Fizza Zaidi

grade 10

Akash Adhiya

Asef Ahmed

Fahd Ahmed

Shonali Ahooja

Alan Alphonse

Kevin Arul

Trpta Bains

Aparna
Balanarayanan

Yeseswi Basnet

Rishabh
Bhargava

Rauhan Boadita

Anand Bohmer

Aravindaraj
Bruno

Chatcharavut
Chanthananan

Sai Krishna
Reddy

Mahi Chopra

Nihal Chowdhury

Devayu Chowgule

Karishma DLima

Vashti Daniel

Stephan Das

Preet Datta

Anastasia de
Poulpiquet du
Halgouet

Jason
Deschamps

Rhys Dev

Sarah Devamani

Abishesh
Dhakhwa

Zenden Dorjee

Menda Dorji

Akash
Lekshmanan

Mikhail
Fernandes

Siobhan Forbes

Arjan Gill

Shreya Gopinath

Pranay Gothi

Samyukta
Govindarajan

Yash Gupta

Byungchan Han

Hae Ju Han

Christina Hauva

Asmus Holland

Nilani Jawahar

Aashika Joseph

Matthew Joseph

Krunal
Kabutarwala

Sayed Kadri

Rahul Kamte

Da Vin Kang

Prashant Kapila

Akanksha Karki

Nabeel Khan

Han Sol Kim

Jee Hyun Kim

Young Wook
Kim

Jake
Klingelhofer

Skylor Knoll

Abhishek
Krishnamoorthy

Bo Hye Kwon

Leeseul Lee

Min Gyu Lee

Reva Mahapatra

Theresa Martin

Ricard Marzo

Yashonandan
Mundhra

Daniel Netto

Khandu Om

Mike Otten

Nathan Paul

Lezume
Phuenkhang

Chandan
Pradhan

Vinay Ramesh

Adheip Rashada

Sahil Ratnam

Devraj Ray

Chayaphon
Ruenruedeepanya

Prachet Sancheti

Kimi Sapthanga

Siddhant
Sawarkar

Emanuel Schultz

Jose Selvaraj

Sampras
Selvaraj

Nathan Servand

Nihar Shah

Tanvi Shriyan

Jazba Singh

Siddharth Singhi

Jacob StevensLubin

Zuki Tobgye

Rintso Tobgyel

SivaRanjani
Veerakumar

Kunsang
Wangmo

Bhagya Yadav

Qismat Zaidi

Pema Wongmo

grade 11

Ashish Advani

Tanvi Aggarwal

Shanzeh Ameen

Arjun Bisht

Naina Chauhan

Ahilya Chawla

Vivek Baby Paul

Cyril Cherian

Shweta Chitalia

Joash Cornelius

Chris DSilva

Ria Das

Sabyasachi Das

Abhishekan
Davidar

Helena De
Zomer

Fiona Dean

Andry DeJong

Sheahan
Devadoss

Sadichchha
Dhakhwa

Narsingh Dixit

Gaurav Dua

Ankush Dutta

Daniel Friesen

Malaika Godinho

Meghna Godya

Abhimanyu
Golchha

Mayin Gupta

Jamsel Gyaltshen

Yoesar
Gyaltshen

Amulya Gyawali

Tanveer Haque

Ankita Henry

Aranka Hoosein

Syed Huq

Shahroze
Husain

Shreyansh Jain

Han Gil Jang

Karishma Joshi

Nahush Joshi

Kenji Kakamoto

Vrusti Kanakia

Evangeline
Keswani

Ridi Khan

Dongyub Kim

Hee Sung Kim

Jongwook Kim

Se Young Kim

Eun Hye Kim

Tushar Kim

Pornkamon
Kittisurin

Esha Kochhar

Moksha Kumar

Rahul Kuttickat

Jin Sol Kwon

Don Gyu Lee

Seong Lo Lee

Anshuman Lohia

Jean Manners

Julian Manning

Septembyr
Martin

Anushka
Mehrotra

Pratichi Mishra

Divija Mohan

Neil Monteiro

Sonya Moorjani

Sangeetha
Muthiah

Angshu
Natarajan

Varun Nayar

Angelica
Nongrum

Chaiwalun
Nuphet

Persis Patrick

Deki Pelden

Pawanda
Phumiphakmethakul

Raviteja Pushkur

Mrnalini
Raghavan

Wenona Rai

Rinzova Renthlei

Richa Sabnis

Harshvardhan
Sahajwalla

Shrey Sancheti

Lalrinchhani
Sangsiama

Mythili Sayanna

Andrew Selvaraj

Krishna Seshadri

Sirjana Shakya

Anchal
Shamanur

Yamini Sharma

Digvijaya Singh

Atmeek Sohni

Joshua Solomon

Tarini Srinivasan

Leo
Stevens-Lubin

Tiffany Stewart

Dugyel Tobgye

Ananya Tuli

Krithika
Vanamali

Yohan Varghese

Arjun Vedmurthy

Arjun Vernekar

Claudia
Vitantonio

Aditya Vora

Viren Wadhwa

Oona Yadav

sponsors'
message
To the Class of 2010
As your Class Sponsors we feel a special connection to your class. One can't always look
through the lens of time and say "I knew you back when..., but for those of you who have been
at KIS from your early years we Sponsors have watched you grow and mature. Ms. Block
taught some of you art in Elementary and Middle School, hiked with others from grade nine
onwards. Mr. Plymale taught many of you Frisbee and TOK, and went on social experience
projects with you. We've both camped at Poondi and shared many field trips with you.
As the largest class in the history of KIS you faced some unusual challenges in Grade 11
when the close-knit class bonds were stretched by the sudden doubling of the class size. It
took a while, but looking back now, those of you who "came in late" have brought positive
attitudes and ideas, and enriched KIS in many ways. This year we think you really did come
together as a class.
For us as Chaperones the Senior Class trip was a highlight and a real pleasure. We were able
to talk with so many of you outside the normal academic routines and to bear witness to the
sheer joy you had in being together. We agree with the retired British hotel guests who
enjoyed watching you have such fun with each other: "A good group!"
This bonding is one of the things alumni say they treasure from KIS. In this age of Facebook,
emails, and budget flights many of you will be able to keep ties strong over the years. Value
this.
Remember what you learnt here: how to work together to achieve goals, how to plan and
cooperate, how to find friends in people you never expected to connect with, how to tolerate
differences, and even more how to revel in them! Remember to care for others and for the
world you live in, and to connect with God. Know that in the end, loving matters more than
anything else. Aim to always be able to say "I tried my best." We hope that you will be able to
look back, both at your time here at KIS and afterwards, and be able to also say "I made a
difference."
Barbara Gail Block and Bryan Plymale

My high school life at KIS was just amazing with
everyone around me. I can’t believe that now
we are graduating in two months. I’m sure that
everyone will miss each other and I will miss you
all! I hope we all meet up in the future. All the
best for your future! Special thanks to Imaad and
Raj who spent 3 years with me in Bruton.
You guys were amazing and I will miss you all a
lot!!! Keep in touch!!!

					-Jin U

- Edward Oh

“Now, bring me
that horizon.”
- Captain Jack Sparrow

- Richa

I was wearing a red-checkered dress, the one mummy puts
on for you with a centered fountain ponytail. It was my
birthday and my dad had a chocolate cake from Fay’s ready.
After having celebrated my 9th birthday, Mrs. Lockwood,
Mrs. Sheila, Baba, Ma, and I gathered to discuss the results
of my admissions test. Not knowing much English, I wandered around the room light-hearted, curiosity-filled. After
an hour or so, we left for our journey back. In Bengali my
dad asked, “are you sure you want to go through with this?”
I answered with a naïve YES. “Baba, you cannot ask me this
now, you know I want to be in a boarding school. This is
perfect. I couldn’t expect any better. Plus, you were the one
who initiated all this. Anyhow, until we get the green signal
from the school we cannot do much.” Ma abruptly took a
hold of the conversation “but Shom, you already got accepted.” I had a blank yet content face the whole way home.
I once read a quote at the back of an auto-rickshaw,
“If at first you don’t succeed, do it like your father
told you.”
and this remained as my version of the ‘TO BE A …’ dream.
‘The 9 Year Metamorphosis’
Westover Girls -> Edmonstone -> Sherwood -> Airley Main
-> Wissy -> Lochend -> Solvik. ‘Administrative forces vs.
Adolescence’. Innocence -> TomBoy -> Ditz -> Emo ->
Geek -> Kodiaite. The Fantastic Four and an additional
‘Wissahikon’ Mate (Zoi, Bona, Ornella, Naina & I) -> Seeking a new beginning I met passionate wanderers (Kavi &
Leif) -> The Powerpuffs (Kaustubhi, Judith, & I) -> Lochend & Solvik Chaos (Kelevino, Sneha, Natalia, Jazba) ->
(Preeti, Richa & I) -> The Family, (need I explain).
I thank my parents for letting me experience and create such
an ecstatic dent.
- Sumi Mahmud

‘Memory is a way of holding on to the things
you love, the things you are, the things you
never want to lose.’ ~Kevin Arnold
Thanks for all the memories, both good and
bad. Shubhi, I miss you, and I hope you’re
okay. I would never forget you! Lobo!!!!
Why’d you leave?? Madhu, Lili – thank you
for everything! I can’t name everyone and the
memories that I have with them right now, but
I would like to say that there are a number of
people who I could not have made it without,
whether or not they are here in Kodi at this
moment. I want to thank all of them right now,
only some of whom know who they are. I
would like to thank my family, for supporting
me and guiding me throughout. I would
especially like to thank my mom; I don’t know
where I’d be without you and I love you!!
Kodi has been an experience, and has helped
me grow (Amar don’t say anything ;) ). There
are many things I wish I could go back and
change, but where’s the meaning in that? All I
can do is look forward, holding all the
memories in my mind, and continue…

					-Krishna

Krishna: Roomie! 500 joules of energy? Music phases (lips
of an angel). Cleaning the room up, procrastinating, dressing
up like guys, “No worries no worries”, my striptease dance,
riding horses with Lili, not being able to decide what to wear,
TOK Presentation!, 105/100 in Chem project, “Great wall of
China”.
Reshma: My ‘JAAN’! Library isles and smelling markers!
Hysterical state I came back in after the bike ride with ***!
Ready to Cook Paneer Makhani, Dal Makhani, Bisibele
Bhaath and Sambar Rice! My Kangaroo Robs Pants! Tibs!
Our corner in library! MAD CANTEEN MOVES! The Scary
Night. Miss you
Elena: “THE MACHINE”! The Enlightened Ones!? CCD
conversations! Sitting outside Sherwood having a picnic
wearing scuba gear!! LALENAI! K***I MUNJI! Doing my
hair! COOKING! COOKERY SHOW of which only I am
going to be audience haha! Thanks for saving me from Brett
when he bullies me, my BODY GUARD!
Oam: BULLY! My Best Guy Friend in Kodi! Guitarist! In library where you caught my legs, ran around in circles, made
me dizzy, stole my shoe and put it on top of the shelves!
Catching my head and swaying it at the speed of light! Some
of our one-on-one conversations! :P I was in Bangkok and
didn’t know where I was! I’ll make up for that I promise!
Math classes! Miss Selvaraj yelling at me cuz of you!
Yash: Malvi Boy! Sipping on Blue Curacao going at Shisha
Café? Your Afro hair! Me embarrassing you at CCD! Sitting
in Library, talking about …! Chem Labs! Coffee at Mocha!
Cracking lame jokes! Talking on skype till late to keep each
other awake so we’d work! DON’T FORGET TO COME
WID ME TO BUY MY MAC!
Kush: Gymkhana! English and Spanish classes! Memories of
English class! Talking about random things that you keep doing and regretting haha! “Grab a ***” Silly African Monkey!
Math extra class! I had to get a tetanus cuz of you!
Love you guys and gonna miss you’ll! So many memories
couldn’t be mentioned, but will always be cherished! Thank
you! There are so many more of you that I couldn’t mention
but you know who you are. Miss you KIS!
					-Madhurima

Well I did learn a lot in this place. I would like to
thank everyone who has made my life in kodai
pass by really fast with memories for life....
Cat ……….. thank foreverthing mn… ll miss
being around u
Kavi ….. I will never be able to remember your
list so ya lol……
Sen …….. playing in the rain lol
Nat ………. Stay the same
Misol …….. u r a chiller
Avu ……… ll miss u in the night
Sadi and anchal …… ll miss talking and chilling
with u guys in dorm …
And my UB Buddies …….. will miss u all u guy
I would also like to thank all my teachers for
supporting whenever I needed it the most. I
would also take this opportunity to thank my LR
teachers for being my angels in kodai I ll miss u
guy,,, I owe this to u guys. Dad and Mom thank
for everthing u guys have done for me. I love u
guys …. Whatever I am today it’s becuzzzz of u
guys..
LAST PERSON BEFORE I FORGET
I think I m share this page with u so ya… thank
for every thing we have done together including
this I guess I have no words to say on that mn….
I miss u ,,,, and ya will think about the invitation
part
					- Aakanksha

Thank you God for blessing me with wonderful experiences
and opportunities.
Family: Thanks for your constant support, prayers, and trust
in the decisions that I make.
Pem: Best Friends Forever no matter what. Miss you more
than ever. ‘Thanks’ isn’t enough. Soul sista~ see you soon.
Tokuji: Thanks always. Wishing you happiness.
Aakansha: “No matter”. Love u man as always. Thanx for
being there ^^ n being one of the few who kno me.
Niorn: nioorrrrrrrrrrrrrrnnnn!! >< gonna miss you sooo
much! Haha math mann. Keep working hard ok?! Love u!!
Brian: I miss you! Will cherish my memories with you
forever! Wish you could be here.
Tyler and Helge: Miss you all and wish you all were here.
Hope to meet u all someday.
Ruku: Movies, guys, dancing, NOT WORKING. Nothing
like my roomie. ^^ C ya BOB!
Josh: tu madre…mi casa....por favor~! ^^ nuff said. Thanks
for the laughs, talks, and RAG DOLL MASTERS!.I’ll admit
-- maybe u weren’t so gay after all~. XD.
Mehar: loved ur randomness, kindness, and jokes. Will miss
you! Stay chill man.
Jin sol: Nij los. I swear ill download that ‘nudge’ thingy on
msn and ANNOY U WITH NUDGES! Take care. Rock high
jump!
Pong: When I’m 6 feet I’ll come and kick you. . Joking.
Will miss your funniness.
Goldie: Gonna miss u. hav a good life 
Andry: Miss our random talks, hugs in the hall, and chilling
in each others’ rooms. 
Anushka: Waaa~~ only you can share my sarcastic humor
with me. Yes I’ll be sure to send u plenty more creepy music
videos from college. Luv you man. Don’t change.
Alekh, Nitin, Narain, Singye,..freshies: FRESHIESS!
(NOTE THAT I CALLED U FRESHIES! KNO UR
PLACE). If I went all out, you’d all be in the hospital. haha
jokin. Luv u guys. Stay cool. Rock putana! and TAKE
CARE OF MY BROTHER!!! (or ELSE!!! ><)
							
					-Neema

First of all, 3 years in KIS, was a breathtaking
(seriously I am exhausted) experience of my life. I
have learnt a lot over my times that has spent over
here. And, I have had great times and memories that
I would cherish throughout my life. I am good boy.
I go to school. I go early. I go early to school. I like
chocolate. I like banana. I dislike thanda pani ( don’t
we all yaarr)
I would like thank all the people who were there by
me during my ups and downs in other words’ uupar
neeychay aagey peechay up and down round and
round’ . Friends, teachers and my dorm parent (ARRE
DOOD, You guys know who you are !!! ) please do
not hesitate to laugh at my jokes
Kiddings yaar
Lolz
“There’s a limit to how many times you can read how
great you are and what an inspiration you are, but I’m
not there yet.”
- Randy Pausch – This quote was not written by me do
note that
I wrote the above so I could seem smart and a tad bit
cheesy lemon squeezy
I am very emotional yaar
In the end, I would like to thank my Parents who have
supported me throughout. (Physically, emotionally
and financially: D)
Anmol Thakkar
What is life….without wife???? Theough all the
agony and strife.
					- Anmol

Tripod • Whyie? • Thakkar • Gujarat •
Chayuthpong • Kalashnikov/Arrey Yaar I’m
Vegetarian/Noisy Cleavage • Shoooooogguun •
Jugginder • Joshuva • Love 3, Select 2, Marry
Wonly 1 • Clau • Joy and the Boy Toys • HasselHoff + Sexual Healing •
Taandan is lowing the naked •
Nineteen, Twenty, Twenty-Two • Waanh • Les
Paul • Dalal • Enlightenment •
Kiddos • P•U•L•S•E • Oopsa • iPod • What is
Life Without Wife? • Physics Labs... Later. •
She’s Electric • I-Shan • Mega Malvi & Tiny
Thakkar • “But I am Hindu” • “Bole Toh?” •
Baibhaaaa! • Grabatit • Demelza Hawthorne
Is Not Real • Zayn Q Lohit • Warr Egg Chees
Paratha • Kush You Are So Lovely, Oh My
Gaad • Jaigan ‘Ricardo’ Santa K • Mysore
Heritage • T. Joshuva • Tava • Bread • Madhav!
• Tariq • Veer + Comp Lab Charlie • Snipers
On Top Of Tava • Metal Will Rust • The Epic
Diva • Dipak Dev Is A Spy • Math IB Questions • Draaive Maay Car • ‘Yeah Da Maach’
• ‘Im from UPenn…’ • Ladiees, Man, I’ll stop
now, because too many cooks spoil the brook.
Thank you all.
Lowe.
Die Slow.

					-Yash

Nikhil Dalal

Ishaan Mishra

LIMBOs, PROJECTS, I.A, HOMEWORKs, I
will miss all of it…
I love my family here in Kodi…. You know who
you are…. And by the way I still have the Family
tree picture… (Good times)…. I love everything
and everyone that is in it haha……
I will miss canteen (Halloween) , movies, formal,
and everything we did together…. And that Long
weekend was the BEST!!!
I love you “Lala, Pasta, Cynee, JaiJa, Yash,
Hikky, NUNU,Nula, Sheesha, Meena, Nikhil
, Ishy, Gha Roy, Taa taa, Yasha and many
more”………… I love you all…..and I will Miss
you…..
I’ll miss all stuff we did “I will not eat corn and
onion together when am limboed anymore hahahahahahaha” (For Astha and
Laurice) and don’t forget “ My Leeeeps Like
CHUUUUUUUgarrrrrrrr” “Family Dinner” “ The
WEDDING…HAHA!!!!” haha I Love you
family………..

I Will MISS YOU Kodi School………..

BIG BOYS DON’T CRY!!!!
					- Pong

:) there are SO many things I want to say..
but I have to end this in a good note. So,
despite all the complaining, I guess I will
miss Kodaikanal just a little bit. maisha,
pong, nyla, etc. i’ll totally miss all the
dumb stuff we have done this year. Im
writing this today as in the day we all got
angry at the finance office for not
having id cards hahaha. Maisha: the
funniest thing I think ill remember you
doing is that “HIM” accent hahahaha …
waiting for that bus in Bangalore and
singing in different voices really loud annoying EVERYONE around us. Hahah
haha Pong: the funniest thing uve done is
probably anything you’ve said.. not just
anything but EVERYTHING you’ve said
“NUTELLLLLLLLLLLA”. Nyla: DJ
retard you know I love you regardless of
all the fun I make of you. Cat, have fun in
college, we had fun.. you’re a fun person to
be around. Anyways.. GOOD LUCK KIS
STUDENTS (class of 2010) but especially
GOOD LUCK to all those people who
still have to be in KIS for more years… go
crazy because nothing will matter once you
graduate… :D
					-Astha P

“All changes are more or less tinged with melancholy, for what
we are leaving behind is part of ourselves.”
A ride of varying sorts and unforgettable memories, KIS will
always occupy a very special place in my heart (However cliché
it might sound). Right from the foreboding silence outside the
Principal’s office to the breathtaking roar at the Kodi-Open, I
wouldn’t have done it any different.
Some phenomenal experiences with some phenomenal people in
a phenomenal environment!
If I mention you or not, you definitely did have some impact on
my time at KIS in some way or the other.
Vidur for letting my bottle of water refill itself whenever it liked.
Don’t let anyone ever put you down (I know you won’t let them
but still). You have a very vivid imagination when you lack
sleep! The best roommate I ever had.
Madhav: for lighting up my day by either spearing back into the
comfort of my bed or by creating your very own language, there
was never a void of smiles. You’re one of the most talented I’ve
seen, don’t let your emotions get in the way. I’ll see you
someday when you’re studying fuels (Yuck!).
Anay: for being the hyperactive, south-indian hating, technoloving, spontaneous Kenyan of our class. You’re incredibly
smart but incredibly lazy; don’t let your talent go to waste!
Kush: for being my eternal servant. I’m sure you’ll continue to
‘not take advantage’! (P.S. I’m serious about the servant part.)
Tariq, Sid and Mewani: for you’re witty humor, late night
singing and truckload of food! We’ve had some brilliant times.
So ratified!
Yash and Bhaibhab: for being the smartest people this side of the
planet!
Tanay: for arranging your underwear. (Papa ka dreams!)
Nadisha: A&O. This isn’t a goodbye.
To the Boys: for your bag-throwing, windshield breaking antic
entertainment.
To the Girls: for all the opportunities to laugh both at and with
you.
Well I guess it’s time to head out to the ‘big, bad
world’, it wouldn’t have been the same with you, I love you all.
						- Veer

Madhav Vaidyanath

Life@Kodi : Clav- Madhav-The Ultimate Naad-Veer- Graba Teet-VidurEntertainment(when you don’t need
it)!-Sid- dyke man-Tariq-Taliban-YashGenius-Karan-Red Bull-Kush-Cheap Kenyan brother-Dorm Snack-Devotion-The
forest- Ms Paul & Mary- Showers- MusicCanteen-Infinity-Bro!-Tava-Tibbs-AVTasmac-Food-Sameer-Vivan-Girls-ShanicePurvi-Shyama-Richa-Everyone Else(too
many girls :p)-Abutalla-School-GeoPhysics-French-Anger-TOK-College-SATWork-All nighters-IB-Library-ComputersProxies-Books-Gutters-Lounge-Pool-Upper
Lounge-Flag Green-CC-Quad-GymkhanaFries-Dish-Naads-Irritating-Lake-Rowing-Warmth-Tea-Amsa-Cheese ParathaCCD-Coffee Dates-Mentos-Abaas-Ice
Cream-Hilltop-Spencers-Sherwood-Germany-Tennis Courts-Alumni Hall-ActivityWissy-Boyer-Science Block - AdmissionsPDA-Dean-Hysteria-Weirdness-Paranoia
-Awesomeness-Funniness-Amusement-Cuteness- Laughs-Smiles-Happiness-Saachi-Phone
Calls-IM-Emails-Missingness-Kodi-Home.
And now time to graduate. I need to get outta
school and get a life. Cant stand being a loser
					- Anay

Polka dot bikini girrrll.PSP.2g1c. SHYAMALUMPSREMIX.Double chin., Oh no- a Muslim terrorist tariq. saachi laugh (hee hee hee hee….snort).,MEOWI love the way.anishaaaaaaaa.KUSHANSSSSS.
unrequited love. cheeseweasel. looking down girls
tops :P, NATALIE-AAAA=UT=detachment issues
-BABUSHKA.PURIBHI/PURVIO=yori yori. bhnchth.
STOP picking-(hits hand), PALLLLAVI=laughing
attack, beautiful undergarments., omg, u have holes
in your sweater!MRIJLING(mamu)=small,my
SMELLY, WISSY-EXCERSIZE-kaw!!!LATE
NIGHT TALKS.BHIBHAN=Benetton model,Shan
the MAN, always ready to bang a man., THIS WILL
BE- AN EVERLASTING LOVE,DANCING IN
THE MOONLIGHT~BRO~Infinity~HOEDOWN
THROWDOWN,MY KEYSSSSS!saggy, second
base with pallo.,Mr. fondow.,excessive affection.
Any shah.The mop.Swing swing.IPOD.IT GEEK.
Gujrati.BUMPY~FATTY:P.PICK ME UPPP!!JUST…
Africa. Annoying:P Webcam.TAVA.j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-just
get the **** outta here. yannada! Priw .spice girls.
PDA! Dorm Devotion:P NOSE! nutella.Wake up in
the morning feeling like P.Diddly. doggy underpants!
Lusty lankan.TWIN-VYOMS! booby.Patau! Divakar
hugs.Rijul-HONDURAS-noisy cleavage-running in
the rain.bio boyfriend-ishaan.goldan parks inn.2a’s..
Skye was the best boyfriend I have ever had. Cant wait
to meet him after grad. (sorry anay)
Natalie’s big smile+ purvi’s fake smile+vivan’s perfect
teeth+ pallavi’s cuteness+ natasha’s DSL +shyama
crying+shanice’s teacher smile+ kush’s lips+lack
of mrija’s smile+tariq’s head+ anay’s silliness(even
though he is an old man)=KODAIKANAL
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL :)
					-Saachi

Time flies like an arrow, fruit flies like a banana. Oh,
how the good times do roll, roll like my belly. Natalia
– I couldn’t have asked for a better roommate, though
you’ll always have to watch out for that smell. Mrija
and Saachi, dorm wouldn’t have been nearly as awesome without you, the panda bears or Saachi’s dogprint clothes. Aaliya, little porky Bushlim, it’s urgent
that we pack in maximum cuddle time before we leave,
but only once we’re done with the frilly lizard dance
with Tariq. THF, greatest patao-er ever, of the olfactory
omnipresence: I think I’ll look quite delightful in your
living room, and may the force of Waddlesworth and
the Pudge Parade always be with you. Purvi /Mousatron, I’m impressed at the amount of rubbish you’ve
put up with; Pallavi, you’ll always be ‘worth it’ like
L’Oreal says, and I hope you keep your donkey with
care; Natasha, I think we’ve taught each other the arts
of neuroticism and procrastination, well done! Shan,
thanks for the endless supply of food and I WILL take
you to church; Sid, I’m certain we have a bright future
with Herbert and the kids. I’ll be sure to learn our mother tongue, herm. Anay – thanks for the contribution of
odd sounds and wobble-pokes to my day, the first line’s
for you. I’ll be sure to keep the marmalade ready Vidur;
you, Mewani, Kush and the rest were a big part of why
we laughed so much all the time. Vivan – the last two
years wouldn’t have been the same without you; you
mean more to me than you will ever know. All I can
say is I hope you keep flexing, buddy.
Thank you guys for being what made Kodi so amazing
for me. Bro!
					- Shams

“Write about a life changing event and what you’ve
learnt from it.”
Just about everyone who’s seen this in their list of
questions has immediately thought about Kodi and
I think even Ms. Fernandes is quite tired of reading
about it. But you can’t really blame people for writing about Kodi. I could copy paste what I wrote in my
essay about the educational experience and diversity
in cultures and all that mumbo jumbo, but more than
anything, it’s the stupidity that I’ll remember the most.
Kodi is about the tea after second period and ridiculously profane songs at canteen on Saturday nights.
Kodi is about throwing paint around in Bob King and
watching where you step for numerous other reasons
while you’re in there. Kodi for me is Sameer beating
me for biting him and me poking Aaliya to hear her
squeal and snort. Kodi is about Tariq’s planet of a nose
and Madhav’s ‘nadness’. Kodi is Tobin’s pinkness and
Mrija’s epic falls. Kodi is about Vidur’s uncouth jokes
and Mavani’s nonsense syllables. Kodi is about Shonali’s tubble and Angshu’s dirty orange bag. Kodi is
Saachi singing Tik-Tok holding the ketchup bottle and
Anay making the ugliest faces throughout math class.
Kodi is making fun of Purvi and Pallavi for being from
Jamnabai and is about threatening Kush for the heck
of it. Kodi is weekend nights with the Bartlett guys
with all the yellow and red lights. Kodi is about sly
talks during class with Natalia and sharing my mum’s
pink umbrella with Sid on one of our first few nights to
dorm. But most of all, Kodi is about Shyams; my best
friend in the whole world and my lub-dub. She’s my
girl, my Babu, and without her, happiness would seize
to creep up on me between every class at my locker.
Kodi is just phenomenal.
					-Vivan

“Good things come in small packages” … that’s
something I truly believe in , every little thing
that kodi has given me whether in the form of an
experience or a memory is just too precious to be
measured .MY FRIENDS ! they are the best thing
that could have happened to me all of you
AWESOME people out there …. No matter
where you go , what you do , one thing that’s for
sure , you will always remain in my heart, and
those memories you have given , will always be
cherished. Its unbelievable how its already 2 years!
Kodi has taught me things that maybe I wouldn’t
have learnt if I wasn’t here. The total credit for that
goes to my parents …. Mum and Dad , thanks a lot
for this opportunity you opened up for me , thanks
for supporting me at every step of my journey here.
Even though the idea of boarding school at first
was very horrifying, you told me that it will give
me unforgettable memories .. and you were right
about that!
Dorm life ! what to say … its just been soooo
awesome … all the people, all those memories,
those wonderful dorm parents I have had, who
have always been there to wipe off my tears
whenever I felt homesick. what’s up Mrs.
Tandon!!! I thank all my teachers, all the people
involved in this KIS community that have made
these two years successful. (also I LOVE YOU
ARJUN THAPAR.)
Goodbyes have always been painful .. and it hurts
even more when you are sooo close to everything
around you , I am gonna miss kodi (never thought
I would say this .. but …. A LOT ! ) … I am glad I
HAVE BEEN KISed <3		
- Nithya

Within the blink of an eye the experience of KIS
has passed by, but as I go down my memory lane
the time spent in KIS seems to be the most
exciting, adventurous, knowledgeable, enjoyable
and memorable part of my life. As I flip
backwards to the planted bookmarks in my book
of memories, I am reminded to thank a number of
people who have made a mark in my life in these
past two years, Oopss!!!!! But Guess what? The
list is too long and the word limit is only 350, so
just to make it short and sweet unlike the IB work
load I would like to thank all my friends like (fill
in your name when you read this), teachers, my
dorm parent ( Mrs. Tandoon) and the nonteaching staff members who work behind the
screen. I came in as a shy, timid girl but now as
I graduate, I leave with a changed me, full of
confidence, endowed with new talents which lay
latent in me for years and so I owe a lot to KIS.
Last but not the least, I need to thank my parents
and family members without whose support and
encouragement the KIS experience would never
have been a part of my life. After graduation,
hope to come back to KIS some years down the
road but till then “Aami Ashchi” (Good bye and
see u guys soon………)
					
					- Rukmini

14th -July-1996 - Preschool&kg-Lego up Julians nose/1st sleepover and pizza at Mrs. Daniels’ ~ 2nd-opened books wit Mrs.
Singh ~ 3rd- squishy globe prizes ~ 4th – Ms. Forrest ~ 5th – Ms.
Bagai’s dimples ~ 6th – standing in the wind celebrating ES grad
~ 7th&8th – braces & simple confusion ~ 9-11th- BPH, FSFG,
d.r.a.m.a ~ 12th –I nod in appreciation and in awe that I made it.
KIS has made me who I am today and the people have only made
it easier – Neil - my little brother, Jean – hear my song! Aalzi and
Jess – Gonna miss noodles and having to watch the beginning
of Wicker Park over n over again:P, roxi- my hair first!, Rach
an Juice – Blore baby!, “thank of god!”, Bhatia - “we are all the
winner!” - Shawty got LOW! The ‘guys’:P - Shorty – Thanks for
being such a great friend through it all..Varun (gorilla) – my competition for life=), papa!, princess Salz – “voxed out!”, Christy,
Anchit, Harry, Raj, Aalim, Kevin, Ims&Ums, Sam- wont forget
my magic8ball, Mukhija – my husband. Juwon&Chuki – thanks
for always just being yourselves..BPH- Brooke (my clumsy
ditz) an Haylz..endless sleepovers of crying over ‘WHITNEY’
an eating pizza with ranch, getting ‘ready’ for canteen (Mira’s
move), split ends, 8th floor!, kara chutney sandwiches, FSFG:
Jaja n Kyavs (my other kuchi), hyenas at camp, Luv you guys<3,
the Dayscholars- boats, Kashims & Satan’s, ‘gymbob’, priW’s,
Club, Arjun, Tobs, Soo(patel), Noach- thanks for everything and
Zach – my driver :P well not really..Thanks for coming back.
Wouldn’t have made it without you..an Bubb.. You’ve helped me
through more than you can imagine..12.11.08. always n only<3
shotgun the cozier side ;) an finally- curlz/momo/shay/shirlz…
sheryl. Through all these years together..I found someone that I
can always turn to no matter what..biryani, pretending to be in college, Kannan!, “Vat do yu vant vith yourself?, Yu vant to die, cry,
flyeeee??” Missed you these 2 years my best friend, my sister..See
you soon <3
I Would like to thank my teachers that hade faith in me with every
step I took,..and my family who always believed that I could do
anything and everything..Pav – “I would have failed without your
knowledge and guidance.”
And finally, as Rahman says, ‘Yella Puzhalum Iraivanukke’, All
Praise be to God.
					

- Nadisha

Ever since I joined KIS in preschool I have wanted to graduate. At the time it seemed that
it would be a long time before
that happened. But now as I look
back it feels as if it happened
so quickly. I will miss all of
our dinners at Kashims, games
at Snooker Spot, hanging out
at Ferry Point, getting in races
and fights around the lake, and
most of all having our own day
scholar ‘priv.’ I look forward to
getting away from the school
but I will certainly miss a lot of
people in the school and around
the school. And to all those people who said that I couldn’t, you
were wrong.
					- Zach

Mom, Dad and Didi, I want to thank you all for
giving me the opportunity to graduate from here and
for all the help and support these past 3 years. With
out you I never would have been able to become
the person I am now. I want to thank Vivan : I’m A
Man and Ludi : Bugiardo (our room will always be
the chiller room during those insane nights); Satvik,
for our intense games, respect for doc and yakhni
: He’s A Pirate; Aditya, enough koka to last a lifetime : Love Story; Marty, thank kaleb and tobias for
me : Bugiardo; Karan, crashes, accidents, animals
and wheelchairs : Into The Night; Akshat, all the
philosophical talks : Dream On; Varun v, bvlgari
cologne : Cream ; Aalim, cooking and gaming to a
whole new level : Speedy Gonzales; Varun k and
Kiran, west-side cs : Stairway To Heaven; Aadil,
all those late night math sessions were a complete
waste : Sexy Bitch; Anchit, one day someone will
hear what you say, even with your technique : Bed
Rock ; Umedh, captain : Good Life ; Kevin, one
day Chelsea will lose, badly : I Can Transform Ya;
Mala, Tiesto = god : Days Go By; Kido, rice-n-spice
: Viva-La-Vida; Abhijeet, call me when you finally
move to germany : Monsoon; Raj, naruto and deathnote : On A Good Day, Harry/RKB, I know all about
your secret now : YES and Salar, your day isn’t
made without hitting someone in the face with a ball
in indoor : Firelicker, for all those crazy times. I also
want to thank Veer: Wadsyaname, Rhys: One More
Time/Aerodynamic, Tilt, Wenk, Madhav,
Julian, Yash, Mewani, Aaliya and Nadisha for
always being there. This has probably been the
hardest thing for me to do, harder than sitting
through math with a straight face, and both Satvik
and Anchit are testimony to that.

					- Sameer

“Don’t be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell is necessary before you can meet
again. And meeting again, after moments
or lifetimes, is certain for those who are
friends.”
-Richard BachPhil Kyu, Younglo, Umedh, Anchit, Nishanth, Varun.V, Aalim, Chayuthpong,
Sameer, Imaad, Salar, Raj, Varun.K, Kiran,
Aditya, Kevin, Jayoon, Edward, Jin U, Su
Hyeok, Satvik, Juwon, Pema, Wangmo,
Christopher, Abhijeet, Julian, Rezwan,
Sharoz, Martino, Ludvico, Mr. Reggie,
Madhav, Veer, Aadil, Shanice, Modi, Rennil, Rijhwani, Jessica, Nadisha, Hyun Joo,
Hee Sung, Hangil, Dong Yub, Dong Gyu,
Seong Lo, Se Yung, Jong Wook, Rintso,
Ricard, Hansol, Rhys, my Korean freshes,
and Keon Hee.
You guys are priceless and invaluable.
					- Harry

Kodi means a lot of things to a lot of people...
For me it is...
Shooting smells, rats with Sash and Kel,
Funky town with Richa, Swimming in the
Indian Ocean with Sneha... All with darling
Baweja.
Room 2, “In my boxers its cold, let’s eat
sneakers, you liked to be stroked... like my
dog... bark for me, lungis on a bike (they feel
the air),
I can feel my bum come out... Kar”!!!
Hitting Ratsiiii going crazier than she already
is,
Grandma “So much T.P for one pee time ;)”,
Mogi/ Fatso for life... “CAPTAINS- Dalal
Stay away... 5m” :P,
Kennedy girls, Alooo my Kuchooo, BRO
Clav, My sex bomb Vivan,
Anayyy my Mogli boy...
Bipolar 60-40...Old Man Mukhija, Langad,
Sam-‘bars’,
Baby when the lights go out... Bush baby, My
Shorty Mrijet,
“CHURCH” Shyamlipooo be my boo...
Saachi stay away I don’t want you!!!
Moment of Truth... Nearing the end, but the
memories INFINITE...
GOOD TIMES!!!
					- Shanice

Polkadots* Hey! You look Kinda Cute ** Palla
– My fatty* Best friend for 10 years* Kennedy
Kids* Baby When the lights go out* Sexyyy
bitchhh* Canteen** Nossyyy Neightbour * She’s
gettin’ Naked*Tasha’s room canteens – Kennedy time* Cookie day cards* Goa Camps*
jessica’s posture* Aastha’s boobs* Planet Tasha* THE WHISTLE* Kennedy mornings*
Boyer girls* Shyamzzz made a funny ! Natzz
and her blondeness which makes me feel good
about myself* Bio class* LMFAO* Midgets*
Anaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy , our
special bond !**** Dhinchaks~* Soo’s English
and her pants* Rachel the Gangsta* Pinky beta
mamu**Snowy* Leaving on a jet plane* Noah
* Vidur in the gym* I love the way* BRO*
Shaaaannnuuuuu**** Vyommzzzyy* Clav * Vrust
I will get ur boobs don’t worry* UGLY* Mukks*
VAllzz- Jamnabai hommie* Preetumsss* Onion
breath* Kilp * Summer jam* Memories* Drop it
like it’s hot – shyamzzz and mrij * jivan and his
banana’s* Rs. 30 Raj*Satvik - Chutki* Stress
buster – Nath* Babbs* Pussshhess*
Mewooo** Allergic to kebabs* DIGESTIVES*
Sam – the only person you have ever been mean
to* Paranoid – Astha* My humps* Lollipop*
Perv* Smelly Cat – Kaus* Heyyy yaaaa
richa, sumi * Yori yori* I like big buttsss* Magic
moments*Astha - Purvaaaaa! MOD* Epic Locker
room showers* YO! What up! What up!* Little
Rat* YES! It’s on and poppin!
-Purvi

Guys! We are finally done! It’s
been a long hard road but we are
finally there. Thank you so much
for being great friends and you
guys mean a lot to me! All the
memories and fun with you guys
are memories never to be
forgotten!
Good Luck to you all in the
future, live life to the fullest. I
love you all and I hope
everyone accomplishes what you
guys want. Keep in touch and see
you all again~ <3 <3
					- Ji Hye

I want to thank everyone who has been
wonderful friends in my life.
I learnt so many things from you guys and I
will never forget.
All the memories that we have made are so
so so precious for me!
It would be so great if we could spend more
time together...
But I believe we would still be there for
each other no matter what!
I LOVE YOU GUYS SO SO MUCH!
*Keep in touch
(I am sure you guys will know yourself who
I am talking about)
Mrs.Tandon! You might have thought that I
only appreciate your cooking...
But I really appreciate everything that you
have done for us!
Thank you so much for being such a great
Dorm Mother!!!
I will miss you so much and you know I
love you :)
					- MiSu

Hyun Joo Lee

My Madre! <3
DDIL-GOO=Teddy, Keonhee ♥, Ms Yisu,
Ms Elly, Ms Luy! Ms Pushpa! Mr Chettri!
BaboUrvaKavi, Myhoney=V
ongJoo,Sherli,Nanadumb,JuBong,VarunMonkey,PemPem,Kunchy,
Kyong-chun=Harry,MyL=DDUK-DDUK,
Catolina,FoodVirus=Eunhye!,Monster=Pa
llo-darling,FatzoShani, Smart=JinU, Pianist= Edward Oh! Megya!=Jiyeon=Ritz!,
Heesong=JJI JIL E, Complicated=Weno!
Keyo, LiarLazyBharany, JeeLall, Salz,
Wenk and Tilt! Adi and chochonu!, Tobinaa, HaeJoo=chief, Jee,9th graders, Keli,
Sash!, awesome strings! Kennedy! Kodi
HIGHSCHOOL!
!Best Chinky Koreans! CCD! NewTibs!
Love yoo guys mucho mucho<3
“In the End, we will remember not the
words of our enemies, but the laughs of our
friends.”
- Martin Luther King Jr.
					- Jayoon

Kodi is those two years of my life which changed me
completely. The way I am right now is all thanks to kodi.
This place has made my life difficult sometimes but it
has taught me so much that whenever I look back, Kodi
will always be missed. I wanted to get out of this place so
badly but now when the time has come I feel like staying
along living each moment again. Every day of my life in
there has been something that went wrong. I still don’t understand why I will miss it. Oh wait its all coming to me.
For every wrong thing there were two awesome things that
happened each day. I will never have such friends again in
my life. Even though we fought we never could stay mad
more than a day. All the fun we have in dorm CS till late
even on weekdays- bread and pizza sauce.
Hanging out outside boyer no matter how much we get
shouted at. HIMYM during first semester exams :P.
Rowing –cold mornings wild days. Physics extra classes
YMCA. Math extra class. Studying for math tests last
minute in upper library. Shotgunning every small thing
from pool table shots to showers.Punit and I succeeded at
stealing hot water from all in the dorm, yay. From
making dirty weird faces every morning to manipulate
each individual taking a shower and saying “dude how
much time” or “dude how much hot water left” so he
would give up the shower under pressure.(I am such an
evil genius) lol. The long night long conversations with the
jobless punit about Aanchit’s soap. Boga and his child like
activities I will miss u man. Megha you have been such
a big and important part of my life I dunno where to start
talking abt u ur awesum. Namrata and the lame HIMYM
jokes and wanna be barney moments. Zai and the crazy
poker games. Aanchal and her laugh will always remember ur laugh (L) sister. Pearl and the talks about Indian
politics and business :P. sutej and his life gosh I am gonna
miss u and ur room freshener still scares me. Nithya u and
ur lame jokes tu khanna kha :P I will miss u too man hypothetical high-five. And keshiya…I hope ur LTTE training
gets over soon and u can gimme a gun then and also teach
me how to use it…:P.
-Vishesh

Kodaikanal International School has been a very
important part of my life, up till now at least. The two years
I spent here have taught me a lot of things as well as I have
made a huge amount of new friends. The long talks about
various things at night with Vishesh. The going late to English classes everyday with Pallavi,Vidur and Purvi. Losing
money in Poker to Zai. Zai we will definitely go to Tibet
(the Capital of ur Bhutan). The orange candies of Namrata
and Nithya sleeping in econ classes (no offense we all love u
Nithya). Boga’s inspiring “all is well”. Boga and his Nutella
ki dukan and his obsession with hindi music. But you know
I always won. Nithya “Tu Khana Kha…”Aanchal and her
obsession with dairy milk. The secret chats with Megha. The
political talks with Pearl. The waking up early for rowing
and having the most
awesome tea with Irfan. The old times with Sid and Vivan in
Bartlett West. Shyama’s coolness. The stacks in library. The
free periods spent with Krishna. Keshiya and her super tight
hugs and our similarities. Annoying Kaustubi, Choden and
Vyoma. The CS nights with Oam, Nikhil, Sutej and Tanveer.
“TAMATAR SANDWICHES” with Dua, Varun and Tanveer. Big- The Musical. Rachel J: End of the World was epic
wasn’t it. The epic fails on meeting deadlines. The canteens
with vivan, shyama, aaliya, mrija, purvi, shanice, pallavi,
vidur, natalia and saachi. Mr. Thomas and his tough ways of
teaching a lesson. The T.T matches with Devraj and Adeip.
Juhi and her awesome attitude. The skyping with Gesine. All
the time spent at Aby’s and Tava. Tariq and his jokes. Anay
and his funny faces. Dhokla Confederation in its royal sense.
Ultimate Frisbee with Mr. Plymale. Ashok and the Gymkhana. The new rules of KIS. Troubling Mrs. Fernandes and
Mrs. Vedmurthy every day. The movies seen in Hindi class.
The Mysore Field trip and epic times we had there.
Helping Vyoma and Shristi in “7-up 7-down”. Flag green and
all the meals we had there. The tea time at 9:45.
Playing the messed-up pool in Lochend. All these times will
be missed and always remembered.
Thank You Kodai and thank you Aanchit for the SOAP.

					- P Unit

Only in Kodi will you find:
•
A Roomie who changes your perception on life
forever – Shayama
•
Another roomie who taught you about life. Sumi
•
A J.C who will always be your homie-G. - Saachi
•
A Mamu who u will never fail to look up to. Mrija
•
A Vivbhai who never fails to make a smile. Vivan
•
A Vashi to who you will always be bendy
mendy - Sid
•
A Tar who never fails to “patao” you. - Tariq
•
A Twin and P’s that you can always count on
for laughs. – Natasha, Purvi , Pallavi
•
A “Thayli” who always gets you “senti”. –
Madhav
•
An African you can always squash for comfort.
– Anay
•
A Bartlett Boy who will always listen to your
complains - Varun
•
A Veeru and Nads who you will always have to
squash together. – Veer and Nadisha
•
A Preetum and an Avu you can always count on
for help. – Pretti and Avalokaiteswari
•
A Shan who always shares her man (60%). Shanice
And only in Kodi will you find yourself opening up to
a random stranger who then goes on to being your best
friend forever – Aaliya
Kodi would have never been as amazing if it wasn’t for
the bender - Vidur! The one who brought me here and
was always a part of my Kodi experience…
THANK YOU BRO‘S AND OTHERS
					- Natalia

“Take your time to trust in me and you will find infinity”, will
always be dedicated to the clav boys.
The “Roomie”-Veer (we will buy a house someday…hehe)
The “Naad”-Madhav (you can have a room in the house…
hehe)
“The big headed, clumsy, bombing Muslim (and all the
others)-Tariq (Shut up Tariq!)
“The Lanky African”-Anay (party crashers)
“The undernourished African”- Kush (You can be a the royal
servant of the house..joking, just buy a house with your cousin
and his wife..hehe)
“Ratified….”-Sid (You will be a buff musician playing in the
subway)
“Baiba”-Baibhab (Grow the spleen man)
“tj’ and “kundi”-Tanay and Kundan (don’t worry college is
only the beginning, (Kundan the TT master)
“Mumeee!!”-Mewani (I will come to your restaurant, in Aurangabad..)
“Malvi”-Malvi. (You will sing in the subway, and still make
more money than sid)
“Jegan”-Jehan (straighten your back soldier…)
Rosy, Nihal and Akash.
For all the time we have spent, doing all sorts a shit.
Outside these walls.
“The huggable’-Aaliya (just always be cute…)
“The unkissable”-Pallavi (I will approve of your boyfriend,
whenever the hell you get one, hopefully never)
“Baby 3”- Shanice. (Married life is amazing!)
“The uncontrollable”-Rijul (I will meet you with better capacity)
“Personality and Character ;)”-Om (one day 8 packs man!)
“Punt”-Punit (Take HL math next time…)
“Barbara”-Anmol (Don’t worry you are a man)
“ Cheapster”-Purvi (We will go shopping and you will pay)
“Paddington bear”- Shyamali (Dont ever not eat marmalade)
“Chotu”- Vivan. (We will grow one day, I will grow tall and
you will just grow generally.)
Thanks for some of the best times I have had.
And everyone that I have got to know and have drifted apart,
I want to thank everyone for adding to my experience, here.
Thank you so much “babu” for being who you are, and always
being there.
						- Vidur

“Trust in the Lord with all thy heart and lean not
on thy own understandings, in all thy ways
acknowledge Him and He will direct thy paths.”
			- Proverbs 3:5-6.
Mummy & JP I wouldn’t be here if it weren’t for
you both. THANK YOU! Bro I love you with
all my heart. Divya-sorry for all the trouble back
then and thank you for always having my back.
Deepa-all the advice and support be it
ANYTHING! Mummy & Daddy my second
parents. Amma- will always miss you!
From the nerdy flared pants to tight skinny jeans,
from friendships that will last a lifetime to stupid
misunderstandings, from failed relationships to
ones that will remain in the heart, from formals to
dorm experiences, from canteens to classes, from
Gujju mania to serious talk, from school food to
Tava/Tibs, from jumping to crying, from studying
to failing, from immaturity to lessons learnt - it
has been KODI all the way since 2006!! It has
been a journey of love, hate, learning, and
beyond.
This marks the end of a road and the beginning of
another. Heartfelt gratitude to ALL who made it
so memorable!
THE SHOW MUST GO ON!
					- Rachel

“Go for it now... The future is promised to no
one.”
-Wayne Dyer
WOW…it’s been a long way. Time has just
passed so fast in these 4 years. I thank my father,
mother and my sister to support me through these
4 years and dadi for always being there.
KIS is been an amazing rollercoaster ride…the
ups and downs have taught me how life is, the
love...Hatred...Laughters...Sunny spot…Gossip…
cold showers…Solvik…Classes…Quad…Dining
Hall…Breakfast…Weekends…Canteen…Gymkhana…Thinking spot…Library…Study hall…
Detention-it’s all these small things that made
Kodi my home. It was an experience full of
learning and having fun was just the beginning.
My friends: It’s like getting off a rollercoaster to
sit on a bigger one. Thank you, for everyone who
made it so special and made Kodi my home and
helped me through my hard times.
“The Show Must
Go Onn…”
~DFL <3
					

- Juhi

Judith Marzo Carter

Think one, two, three and stop! That’s how
short life is... Kodai to me is a life in a
bubble, where individual issues are at the
centre stage and drama is at its highest. The
flip side; my friends, my love, my family,
things I will have deep within my heart...
My five years have flown past, in a way I
still cannot comprehend. Its life at one hundred miles an hour, just when we are settling down, we have to pack; only this time
its for good...
One thing I have learnt from Kodia: Nothing is permeated, not life, not marriage,
not even destiny. I can only hope that you
my comrades, will join me in the fight for
peace and prosperity wherever it may be.
Viva La Vida.
					
-Aj

Finally graduating!! These past 7 years
have been definitely the best and now
don’t feel like leaving, it is filled with
memories. Mom, Dad thank you for
sending me to KIS and for always being
supportive. Monisha thanks for always
being there for me all the time, I love
u all. West siders, man I am going to
miss u all thanks for making my stay in
school a memorable one, will definitely
remember all the good times. All the
other people in East and Bruton thank
you all, will miss all of you. Lezume,
thank you for being there for me, I will
miss you.
Canteens, Indoor Soccer, Kodai Opens,
Kennedy Steps, Protests, Field trip,
Ooty, Akshat, Aadil, Kiran, Aalim, Martino, Ludovico, Sameer, Varun K, Varun
V, Satvik, Meesamali, Rhys, Umedh,
Anchit, Nishant, Abhijeet, Christopher,
Kevin, Harry, Imaad, Salar, Raj, Veer,
Nadisha(wife). Many more and will
miss all of you.
As said “life moves on….its a journey.”
					-Adithya

KIS has given me what no other place in this
world could have. Needless to say over the past
six years, it has become a true home to me. First
and foremost, I would like to thank my parents
for having given me this wonderful opportunity.
KIS has proven to be a perfect place for me to
discover myself and has been fair in telling me
what my strengths are and what my
shortcomings are. I have been able to sharpen my
skills and work on improving my shortcomings
with an equal amount of zeal. I sincerely thank
all teachers for helping me through this journey.
With them around, I have never felt the absence
of a helping hand. I sincerely thank kodi school
for turning a shy, introvert kid into a confident,
out-going and an efficient young adult.
A lot of people have told me that in a lifetime,
the number of true friends would be less than the
10 fingers on my hands. However, having been a
part of the KIS community for such a long time,
I feel I can easily say that this statement is false.
The friends I have made and the jokes we all have
shared will live on in my memories for a lifetime.
I sincerely thank all my friends for always being
there for me in my good and bad times.
I would also like to apologize to all whose
expectations I have not been able to live up to.
Perfection is unattainable and the same goes
for me. Life goes on…..so will mine and all of
ours!!! :)
					-Abhijeet

To my extended family
of three years.
BigSisters.LittleSisters.
BigBrothers.LittleBrothers.Mothers.Fathers.
Then of course …
Boyfriends and
Girlfriends. Dhinkchaks
and BROs.
Thank you for existing.
regards,
Aaliya

Two years have passed so fast, I can’t imagine.
Where do I start…? From the fun in LB loudly
singing 1985, or from leaving at 7: 50 after Ms. JP
pushing us out. KIS has been great from spending
the whole weekend chilling and complaining about
work on Sunday evenings. From eating everywhere
but school and landing up in the ‘dish’ for being a
minute late, from dealing with whole of Gujurat at
once to discussing how Mumbai is so much better.
From TAVAs Paneer Burji to Abys Kadhi Chawal to
Tibbs Potato Fry to Hilltop’s paper dosa to asking
everyone for gymkhana coupons. Planning for formal, doing makeovers night before exam, chilling on
ghaas phoos or reading magazines in lower library.
Bob king to Box. Desi Girl to Jai ho. From weekend
tea to Sunday mornings! Talking about Barney to
craving for Chuck Bass, we did it all. Long weekend, Toothless monkey, Mojo ,Late nights, Maggi,
23, Gulaabi aankhein, Bombay friends, Mariamma,
stacks, outside hindi. So many memories!
Kesh : Sri Lanka? A country? Megs: My maaru
companion, one day Nepal will be developed? Zai:
Lets go to Tibet, my beloved roommate! Pun: Thanks
bro for all the gujju knowledge and the khakras!
Vishesh: My second gujju…Mumbai rocks! Pearl:
Oye, thanks for being shorter :P Lokster: If not an
astronaut, or a typist, you can surely become a dorm
releif~! Nithya: umm…tu khaana kha!! Boga: Pending John and Imraan. Kaauuuusss: for how long did
you sleep? Roxanne. Vyomzii. Bhavi. Shan.Shyama.
Judith. Sonya. alekh and all the rest who I might
have missed. And my favorite seniors -~ Azra and
Ankhit, you are AWESOME! I will miss you all!<3

					- Aanchal

Well can’t imagine I m actually graduating….
Thanks KIS for preparing me for the real world,
which also sucks.
Thanx Kattus and whiteys(bronchellis) for sitting next
to me on those awesome nights and days”….thanx
guys
Though “we are the people our parents warned us
about”, we finally made it…...Kody life has been full
of fun and fun which I wouldn’t be able to remember
with the people I’ll never forget……Nath
Life in KOdy has not been less than a rollercoaster….
standard deviation I must say…afterall its all about
being odd…
Legend Points…Funscale…tamatar….munchy boy’s
songs…..insane amount of crap and my philosophies
...Kiran’s persuation and my determination…..Kody
has been a mix of work and fun….but I graduate with
many things which I would have never understood
in my life….KOdy is just not about school or fun….
its simply un-explainable…I apologize to u guys who
didn’t wanna see me graduate but this is the way I
roll....I wanna apologize to all of u who think I am a
jerk….but probably u guys didn’t have an
opportunity to understand me….For the rest Robby
got my bak….Aalim thanx for gymkhana….Vardaraj
my hat still stinks …..Sister the teddy munchy boy….
Sam my chef …Adil u ve been like my child …..and
my biggest thanx to sai…Krishna….life is all about
being irreasonable and pushing the limits and
reaching far…far beyond u can imagine…..been there
done that..
Thanx mom and dad for always being there for me
and thanx satvik for all the non-financial support…….
					- Ladoo

					-Akshat

Akashneel Duttasharma

“Letters are just pieces
of paper,” I said. “Burn
them, and what stays
in your heart will stay;
keep them, and what
vanishes will vanish.”
— Haruki Murakami
(Norwegian Wood)

			- Wangmo

6thgrade.Sherwood.monkeybars.busrides.
bona.sumi.ornella.nadisha.sheryl.varun.
harry.aditya.anchit.raj.kevin.noah.zach.
AIRLEE(a walk to remember).homework.
ZOI+SAYANG(wish the two of you
graduated together with us).hye won.jihye.soo
yeon.priyangka.ria.elephant valley(sayangs
BIG fall:/).phelps.
homework.shower.varsha.lakshmi.middle
school.basketball.bangalore(high).MAYBAR.
homework.UB.bombay(transalvania).yeji.
soex.jurmey.JIGWANGS.YE JI daeji.
homework.JU WON.ARA.KARMA.
YIWANG.waiwai+rice+sesame oil
+orange+blue lays.JIHYE.KUNCHOK.V
ARUN.basketball.kilp.bangalore(freestyle).
jamyang.changlu.ama don.jurmey t.aum
pema.yoesar.rintso.(all the Bhutanese).
JURMEY(Tyson-none beats you!).CATriona.
eun hye.kimi.haeju.kim.............tibs.tava.abas.
hilltop.carlton.spencers.menakshi.pc.abys.
medical shop.sip n munch.punjab.gymkhana.
canteen.cc.bendy.kac sports night.fieldtrips.
poondi.longweekends.field day.orange
house(victory laps).talent show.formals.....
daaii-um......MEMORIES~~~~ MDew! class
of 2010
Imma be on the next level!! Livin life, feelin
free, that’s how it’s supposed to be :p
					 -Pema

“Don’t live down to expectations. Go out there
and do something remarkable.” Wendy
Wasserstein
Being in Kodai was the most special thing in
my life. It was awesome being here.
( Kunchok, Pemchuki, Catriona Begg, Ashley
Sebok, Nyla, Maisha, Sayang, Zoi, Ornella,
Sumi, Bona, Nadisha,Sheryl, Sumi, Hyewon, Anchit, Phelps, Lower Boyer, Poondi,
Fieldtrips, Longweekends, Bangarlore, Delhi,
Tava, TIBS, lays, waiwai, Koka, Soorim,
HOMEWORK, BobKings, sleepovers,
MILANO......ETC ) Varun, you are a special
person to me. Thank you so much for being
there for me whenever I was sad or happy. I will
never forget you. Ilysm :)
I LOVE YOU ALL PEOPLE <3
					- Ju Won

Varun Varadaraj

I never thought I’d miss KIS. But then again, there’s this
big bunch of good stuff which I would have never
discovered if I didn’t have such amazing people around
me. For one, I’m in the awesomest dorm ever (GO
BOYER!) and I have a dorm parent who manages to put
up with my slightly eccentric behaviour (read: going for a
shower at 2 AM). I’ve got teachers who have restored my
faith in the education system. To my favourite teachers
(you know who you are!) I’m going to miss the chats that
turned into hour-long conversations, and the friendship
I’ve formed with you that I never imagined I’d have.
My friends who aren’t here anymore: I miss you guys.
To the ones who are here: what I’ll remember most is the
jokes. Thank you Bob and Marilyn Monroe for
providing entertainment on even the worst days of
school! From “Who is this Jude?” to the church and
“Obviously it’ll hurt”, you’ve really evolved. You’ve
taken our jokes above and beyond (I think we’ve created monsters o__O). You would never have achieved
this without the help of your personal Health Ed. Teacher
Sheldor the Conqueror (Yes, I finally said it). I’m going
to miss tapping on Gabbar Singh’s window so much that
I think I’m going to have withdrawal symptoms.
And now that I’m hitting the word limit, I’m going to
stick to one-phrase descriptions of the Best. Memories.
Ever.
Extra spicy chilly chicken and ice cream. Summer afternoons in front of Boyer. Homo Momos.
Madagascar. Guys’ names. Chasing Cars. Music. Library
aisles. Procrastination. The first shower stall. Classes.
BIO class! Stalking. Cherry blossoms. Dandelions. Fries
with extra chilly sauce. Randomness. Dancing.
Librarians. The Beam. Sunny days and blue skies.

					- AVU

I’ve always waited in anticipation since
I was young to write this but I never
thought that at the end I wouldn’t know
what to say.
As I walked down my two year path here
in Kodi, I’ve made so many unforgettable,
unique memories and such close
connections with people, that these two
years have been the best for me. A part of
me is scared of leaving high school life
where everyday would just be lying on the
grass and gossiping whether about work
or just random thoughts…each moment
was unique. The number of friends and
mentors I’ve made here and who have
come close to my heart are so many that it
is hard to name one without forgetting the
other …. I have no words to describe how
wonderful this journey has been for me.
Here in Kodi I’ve met the most amazing
Computer Faciulities (Thanks Ben!) and
teachers that there is no way I can thank
them.
I’ll miss all you guys so much.
~Homo Momos~isa~brian~uri~niji~tibbs~
f.r.i.e.n.d.s~bio~boyerbendy~I’m Yours~
Forever & Always
				
-Geeta

These four years at KIS
have provided me with some
unique experiences and
+++++unforgettable moments
which I would take with me
when I leave Kodai.
“Time is a companion that
goes with us on a journey. It
reminds us to cherish each
moment, because it will never
come again. What we leave
behind is not as important as
how we have lived.”
CAPTAIN JEAN-LUC
PICARD:
played by Patrick Stewart,
from the film “Star Trek:
Generations”
				- Dharam

Who’s to say where the
wind will take you
Who’s to say what is it
that’ll break you
I don’t know which way
the wind will blow
Who’s to say that the
time has come
I don’t want to see you
cry
But I know for sure that
this is not goodbye
We are all under the
same sky
I’ll keep seeing you
				- Bhavi

Jehan Katrak

“Arey Yaar,
...Bread!!”
		- Pramod Trivedi

- Brett

My senior year here was amazin !!! made some rly good
frends who ill never forget.. After spendin two years here at
kodi, ive seen how life changes and how u rly need to stay on
top of it all…
Full IB is DISGUSTIN !! but lets see if it pays off in the end..
But after almost finishin the IB course, I feel like ive learned a
lot more than I would have anywhere else, both about studies,
people and myself..
Yash, ur first on my list cuz I vov u sooooooooo much… ur
an amazing frend and don’t know her Id be without u… uve
helped me through a lot of “stuff”… and gotten me into jus as
much of it :D But I wudnt change anything bout us and I hope
ull keep in touch…
Amul… well… it was nice knowin u …cya around… :P it was
ncie havin a baby sis here, always there to crush my ego :D luv
u loads
GZ SHLUTZ… :D I luv u soooo much ur probably the one
person who hasn’t annoyed me in our group atleast once :D
(probably cuz u always give in to me) :P anywasy goodluk
where ever u go and dont forget the GERMAN ANTHEM!!
….FATALAND!
Sony… :D :D ..srry jus hav to laugh.. STUPID CACTUS!!! ..
uve been sooo amazing and ive loved all the time we’ve spent
together… as rare as it might be.. :D but honestly… thanx for
everythin…for getting me out of my slumps … for cheerin me
up wid ur “pretend” blonde-ness :D dnt forget me
anytime soon… I luv u loads ! (wow The JOSH loves u….
your welcome..:D)
Nemo ur amazing…amazingly short and chinky!!!! :P gonna
miss u sooooooo much neema u hav no idea… uve been soooo
great and always been thr for me… and I rly am thankful to
have met u and gotten to know u… and dnt wrry… Im going
to make sure I find u later and finish our story.. ~.^ once u hav
read this… com find me and lets go watch some babies laughin
and doin the “evil eye” :D
Preet… ummmm… bye  jokin lov u loads.. even though we
might fite a bit(understatement much?) :D wrk hard and hope
u do well…
Shout out to all the other people that rly had an impact on my
life here…ketz, tariq, my roomies and dorm mates, shosh,
philemon.. lov all u guys a lot !!
					-Josh

“Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your
own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge Him and
He will make your paths straight.” Proverbs 3:5-6
Not many can boast of having joined a school as a boarder
in a girls dorm and graduating from a boys dorm … I can!!!!
Wonder how?!!! I have had 3 very memorable and
unforgettable years at KIS having had the rare privilege
of living in different homes every year. The first year as a
10th grader (2007), I lived as a boarder at Sherwood where
I enjoyed dorm life to the fullest with KYA. The next year
brought along a whole new experience to becoming a day
scholar, making new friends and being over-loaded with
work. I enjoyed the privileges of being a day scholar but still
had a feel of dorm life living in Solvik. However, my senior
year was when I experienced being a day scholar in every
sense of the word…CLAVARACK!!! Moving to Clav came
as a huge shock…I was moving out of campus and was
unsure what to expect living under the same roof with
boys…25 of them. Soon I realized I had nothing to worry
about…the smelly bus rides home, having guys walk in and
out of the house for food and the occasional teasing…what
more could a girl ask for??? My time and experience at KIS
will not be complete without the input of a few very special
people in my life…
Appa, Amma, Abi and Nate…thank you for supporting me
not just through KIS, but for always being there for me.
Shubhi and Krish...without you both I honestly wouldn’t be
the person I am today…thank you so much for everything and
don’t forget…when we are 80 we dance to “Low”.
Preeti, Gesine, Josh, Ammu, Sonya and Angshu…where
do I even begin??? Lunches out on flag-green, canteens,
sleepovers (without Josh of course :P), calculating bills at
Tava’s and Tibbs, egg-cheese parathas, tea-breaks, cooking
pasta (and often failing)…the list could go on and on…but
what it comes down to is…I LOVE YOU GUYS and couldn’t
have imagined my time here any other way.
					- Yasha

I hate to think that I might never
again meet a lot of my great
friend that I met in Kodai in my
life.
Soon, I will have to have a good
bye with you all.
I will never forget you and all the
good times we had.
Thank you for all the beautiful
memories!
You guys are wonderful.
I would have had nothing in
Kodai if I didn’t have you all.
I will miss you.
Hope you have a beautiful life
till the day you die.
Good Bye!
					-Kei

Where to start da? Zach, Arjun, Soo, Nadisha thanks for all
the times we had. Priv, Ferry
point, Kashims, Satans, Ten
mile, Gym, Lake round. What
a time we had. Kei thanks a ton
I had a blast. Noah thanks for
everything. Psych class people
thank you for entertaining me
and keeping me sane during
numerous events. Mum and Dad
thanks for being there, and putting up with what ever trouble I
managed to get myself into, but
mostly thank you for
bringing me to India. Lastly,
Misu! thanks for being an
awesome friend. To the class
of 2010, we made it, We have
lived the life, we have lived our
dreams.						
							
				- Tobin

‘’Though I know
I’ll never lose
affection,
For people and
things that went
before...
I know I’ll o
ften stop and think
about them.
In My Life, I’ve
loved them all... “
- Krishnan

The only reason I made it this far, is because of all
the people I met on my way. Krishna (the wide-eyed
procrastinator), Madhu (Ms. Indefinable), Reshma
(SQUISHY HUGS :P and other memories), Elena
(awesomeness personified) – the memories from
Sherwood, the funny sleepovers, retarded moments,
the giant flies that invaded room 1. UPPERBOYER<3
Kaustubhi – lover forever, illegal sleepovers, getting
ready for occasions, weird analogies, smuggling into
LB and hiding from dorm parents<3. Megha – you’re
my person, the sane person, and *ahem* secret lover:).
Aanchal – the Mojo to my Jojo, couldn’t do without
her moments, retarded laugh attacks and silly
comments. Zai – entertainment for life (hint: the
geographical location of Tibet, amongst other places).
MRIJA &SAACHI – The best roommates ever…
the pictures &videos say it all. Bogaa– goofy silly
retard, you made life interesting :P. Punit –Sagittarian
buddy:), gossip boy, the weird reflections about people
and things, PIKACHU &Mr. huggable. Vishesh –
THE ECONOMIST, self-proclaimed chauvinist on
the outside but secretly a nice guy inside:). Abhijeet
– What would I do without you:(? KUSHH – Mr.
CROMP, the butt of all jokes in econ class, African
buddy, fun times in soex and math! Angshu &Sonya
my favorite juniors for many reasons.
					-Keishya

Senior Year in a ne country, away from home,
my childhood friends and more importantly MY
ENTIRE LIFE. It was a complete transition one
minute I was in a big bustling city, Dubai next
thing I know I’m in a tiny beautiful town surrounded my mountains. No malls, no beaches
just cultural cottages and heritage that
transcends any I have witnessed in my life.
I would say the best experience about this place
is the friends I have made and the lessons I have
learnt. My friends are the one’s that made those
lonely days so much more important and fun.
They know who they are and they should also
know that they will always have a special place
in my heart. I love them, love that has no
jealousy just lots of BEAUTY  Inside joke.
I think the most important lesson I learnt in Kodaikanal is the fact that there is more to life then
superficial happiness. I have learnt so much
here with most important reference to social
experience. I thank this place for
giving me a more empathetic approach to life
and more importantly for giving me another
chance, chance to appreciate what I have and to
set my priorities straight. I would definitely say
that it has been difficult but people like my Mrs.
Tandon, Mrs.Elly and Mrs.Luy made my life so
much easier. Thank you so much Kodaikanal
for changing me.
					-Nyla

‘TGIG’- Thank God I’m Graduating: That was my
initial write up for this page. But I realized this was
lame and too bitter for my long awaited end to my
high school years. I have gone through way too much
here to be so miserable. Caught up in all the rules
and consequences, I forgot about the majority of the
positives that came my way. KIS has taken my future
to a different direction. This may sound cliché, but it
has shaped me for the better. The experiences and the
friends I’ve made here is what has been gifted to me
and I will keep them close to my heart forever <3.
I am more than grateful to Allah for giving me such
privileges and my parents for giving me second
chances, ALWAYS supporting and keeping up with
me. My hermanas- Cyn and Lala, even though you
two are not in Kodi anymore, you have made my first
year in this school worth enjoying. The
memories were awesome! Astha, you have brought
out a whole different side of me that I never thought
existed haha and I enjoyed exchanging ahem thoughts
about everything ;) You go (hopefully still) Vegan!
Nylaaa! Sweety you are such an amazing person with
a beautiful personality, I will miss your questions and
your ‘lol’-ing. Pupu, I will miss your Thai accent :p.
Tar Tar- you and I have bonded soo much over this
past one year and I am soo glad for that! Megha- you
and I have shared soo many memories, from roomies
in 11th grade to friendies and everything in the
middle- thanks for being there for me bondhu!
Kavi- baby gurrl living with you for a year has made
me look at life so much more positively and I’ll miss
your reggae moozic allot . Catty Poo- our tea and
coffee sessions and you spazzing about everywherewill be remembered always. UPPER BOYER- e
veryone there thanks for making me feel at home.
LIMBO LIMBO LIMBO!
					- Maisha

the girl who refuses to get out of bed until i do every
single morning;
the girl who sleeps an hour before i wake up;
the boy who i randomly accost for free hugs;
the girl who i share noodles and secrets with;
the girls who i lovingly dub ‘polka’;
the boy who crossed every limit, and is still a good
friend;
the boy who will tease me endlessly about
insignificant others; third lesson frees!
the girl who feels like home;
the boys who dance to infinity at every canteen;
the girl who i became incredibly close to during a
single plane ride;
the girl who i will always secretly want. wink wink;
the boy who made me refer to myself as a pavlovian
dog that succumbs to rewards and conditioning;
the girl who reminds me of mayan cocoa and crying
endlessly at a sleepover one night;
the boy who i will visit while he plays part-time
farmer, full time musician on a hill someday;
the boy who has that really awesome t-shirt from
singapore;
the girls downstairs, one who will always grudgingly
remember me as a papad-kicker, and another who is
the nicest person i know;
the boy who has unfailingly made me smile every
single time i’ve needed to;
the boy who has faced the only racist jokes i have
ever made – you are like the world’s best sugar rush;
the boy who brought me here in the first place;
the girl who leaves notes by my bedside while i sleep
through the afternoon;
the teacher who became so much more than just that;
in hindsight, i wouldn’t change a thing.
				

- Mrija

Back in 2001, my family and I had taken a tour of
Southern India, which was quite memorable. What
made it memorable was our visit to Kodaikanal. The
cool climate, the beautiful scenery, the amazing
atmosphere, were just some of the beauties that
attracted us. We all fell in love with Kodai instantly.
During our stay, we found out about KIS and my Dad
fell in love with it too. He told my Mum, “Our Son
Will One Day Study Here!” Lo and Behold! As
foretold, I was here after a few years in July 2008. I
joined 11th grade for IB 1. I have to admit initially, it
was not a pleasant experience. It was going to be the
first time living without my family.
I wasn’t very confident about the whole boarding
school issue, but I heard from people, “don’t worry,
you’ll get used to it.” And that’s what precisely
happened. I started to actually enjoy boarding life.
It was great to learn how to manage time and follow
rules. It was a huge contrast to my old lifestyle which
was chaotic and disorganized. As time went by I
started to change, I became more independent, more
hard-working, and not to forget more responsible.
Initially I used to think “how will these 2 years
pass?” and now I think “how did these 2 years pass so
quickly?” My 2 years in Kodai have taught me a lot.
I have learnt the significance of time and hard work. I
have realized that determination is what you need in
order to succeed. I guess the IB course does just that, it
brings determination into you so that you can conquer
the challenges its puts down.
I am going to miss this place very much; it is like a
second home to me. I just want to end by thanking
everyone who made my stay in Kodai memorable
and worthwhile. I am glad to have joined KIS and I’ll
make sure to return one day.

				- Meesamali

This mountain has been
worth remembering from the
very beginning, right from
the escapades in loch end to
solvik bonding, screaming
at Toby, lying in the sun for
hours-getting sun burnt. Trips
to new tibbs, bunking TOK
and going to cafe coffee day,
getting dressed up for
the library, nerd running after
canteen, dissecting things in
bio (best class ever),
midnight misdemeanours
and so on, thank you e
veryone for making this place
special :)
				- Tareeni

How very original. I’m going to write a senior
write up thanking first my father for sending me
to this AMAZING school. Then I’m going to
thank my peers for making this place the way it
is, so special. Then I’m going to get a bit
emotional and gush about how much I’ll miss
being here. I’ll do this by writing a few 100
inside jokes, mentioning song names, putting
a lot of smiley faces and less than 3 hearts. My
friends will read it and smile about their one
line recognition, maybe even go to the extent of
recalling the memories I’ve written about. My
teachers will read it and dismiss it as another
redundant product of teenage nostalgia.
10 years down the line, I’ll be moving house and
I’ll open a long unused storage cupboard and
take out a cardboard box… and “what do we
have here? My SENIOR YEARBOOK.” I might
even spend five minutes taking it out and looking
over it, thinking about how I miss the ‘good old
days’. But, then again I might not.
Tareeni Bogra, you complete me. Karan Nath,
you CHIPPAD you don’t know how much I love
you. Manu, you’ve put up with me for more than
half of my overtly dramatic life, I commend you.
Mehr, you’re beautiful and talented, don’t forget
that so easily. Maisha, thank you for coming to
Kodai when you did – you saved me. Thank you
Solvik for being the most entertaining and crazy
dorm ever. And seriously, thanks Dad, it’s all
because of you and all for you.
				

- Megha

It’s been three years, and I
didn’t regret a moment =) Mum,
Papa, Bonne, (*and all you
losers who gotta stay back
another year xD) plus
everybody whose made my
life here so worth it…I let you
down sometimes, I didn’t at
others; I’m just glad I knew
you. Thank you. No,
seriously…thank you =)
~To chicken chowmien,
Hershey’s chocolate syrup, and
college~
				- Pallavi

Reminiscence……………As I look back on life so far, I realize the things that truly made me happy were found in this
place. It’s hard to believe that all of this is going to end; I
guess it’s only going to hit me after the first year of college.
Growing up in Kodai is more than anyone could wish for,
after all this is the place where I have
experienced life in its fullest. Family, Friends, Field Trips,
Football, Music, Piano Block, Covered Courts, Flag Green,
Quad, Ferry Point, Poondi, School Food, Tibs, Kashim’s,
Satan’s, Stoner Satan’s……and the list never ends. The
times I had with my “machas” have been the most fun time
that I have and probably will ever have. I will miss you
guys too much. All the other people, you know who you
are, I will miss all of you. (Believe me)
“Don’t walk in front of me; I may not follow. Don’t walk
behind me; I may not lead. Just walk beside me and be my
friend.”- Albert Camus
CARO: Thank you for putting up with me and
making you do all the work at home. I’m really sorry. You
were always there to tell me what to do and what not to do.
You made my life here so much easier.
My biggest inspiration one that will last forever has been
the love and support that has been given to me by my
parents. No matter what I did they have always been there
for me to support me and guide me through my life, from
my very first step to this next metaphorical step into the real
world.
AAMA and BABA- Thank you so much for giving me all
the love and support and also the opportunity to stay in a
place like this. I could not have wished for a better family.
You can’t really explain an experience in Kodai; it’s something that you have to experience by yourself, and if I had a
choice I would do it all over again.
					-Noah

“Life is full of beauty. Notice it. Notice the bumblebee, the small child, and the smiling faces. Smell the
rain, and feel the wind. Live your life to the fullest
potential, and fight for your dreams.”
Ashley Smith
Though few bees might have gone unnoticed, few
smiling and caring faces ignored but the precious
two years of my life that I spent in Kodi was beautiful. Every day was a new adventure, though few
days were bad and few good, they were still blissful.
Loch end dorm…fun in the social room…cooking
disasters...running out of the dorm in the last 30
seconds…midnight showers...fooling loch end
security… Math classes’ fun…bonding with Ms.
Cynthia…hanging at the flag green… looking for
every new edition of seventeen and vogue with
Aanchal…Wissy dorm treats…Running to Tava…or
Aby’s or Tibs…coming late to school after
dinner but still trying to escape…Canteens…
trying to meet deadlines…running from comp lab to
library and back again to print… trying to play pool
in the lounge…Cracking lamest jokes…
Business project…Hindi class movies…Wissy stairs
every morning…sun burning in Gymkhana…
Middle school that never stopped stinking…
Strange’s “Brighton Rock” connotations…canteens in Namrata’s room…late nite chats…coconut
monkey…Mysore heritage trip…Bangalore’s rain…
salads 4 dorm treat…The Box… Poovar beach…n
many more memories.
Thank you everyone for everything that you have
done for me and given me in these two years. Being
with all of you was one of the greatest times of my
life.
					- Pearl

Wow! I find it hard to believe that 2 years in KIS
are almost over. Firstly I would like to thank my
parents and Pooja for giving me this opportunity
to come and study here and secondly the
awesomest friends that have made these two years
the most memorable years at kodaikanal for me.
Kennedy people, boyer girls and clav guys – ul
are awesome!! Rat face and best friend for 8
years…<3, “ Shan the man, Shan the man, always
ready to bang a man”, kucchu- coziest and
cutest aloo alive!, “I’m from planet tashaaa”,Astha
and her fuglesh faces, ‘ palla….don be a hoe..take
it and go..’, Jessicow’s nipple cripple,”shaattup
and gett outt”, Saturday showers, locker room
chaddi buddies, ensci, mf, “baby when the lights
go out”stealing prawn noodles, “Who the hell
do you think you are, u cannot romber romber”
my bollywood dance buddy,“ baby are you down
down down”,PSP love ,“ all the craziness we did
tonight, those will be the best memories”:P,boyer
sleepover, POLKAS, goa 08, mysore senior trip
09..:), vyoma- my gujju love, masti kar rahe ho
kya?yeda for life,TAZMAC, smarty pants, cutest
kenyans, Anchit, lill here lill there, billi, econ
class, Puntya, Vivan- the one guy who laughs
everytime I space out ,geetams, BRO!, mogi..<3,
formal 08-09..:)…prom 09, Sunday market, fruit
shopping, watching movies, tava, old tibs, new
tibbs, Café Coffee Day, canteens, big crushes,
small crushes , senior sneak, priv, dhinchucks,
vrusti, amy, persia, pauds, bohye, kennedy juniors,
and everyone else..I<3 U..
					- Pallavi

Being at KIS for a
period of 5 years has
meant a lot to me. This
school has made a great
impact on my life. I
thank my teachers, my
friend and my family
for giving me this
opportunity to learn.
				-Philly

Thankyou Apa,
mummy, aunt kinley,
tubelight, babygirl,
babyboy,tashi, jigme,
Boktom, cesay, Mrs.
Tandon, Lopen
Sonam, Ms Sophie,to
all my friends, life
would not have been the
same without all of you.
Thank you very much
for everything. Love
you.
				-Pema

Three years in Kodai, my senior year in
Bartlett West: The “Funnest” dorm in
the world.
Kiran (Superstar), Fardul (Tamatar),
Sister, Shötvik, Nath, Laddu (Mohit),
Sam (Beaver), J-dawg, Senior, Rhys
(Wimblo), Vivan, Aadil, Meesam,
Raggu, Imzee (cute one), Umzee, Pulao
(Chattu), Raj (Chavdu), Salar, Anchit,
Abhisweet (Doro), Kenneth, Yoezar,
Aanand, (:S), Kido, Toby (cream
puff?), Soo, Wank, Kei (Let’s rock the
farms), Eddie and
finally…………. Nikesh (bro, it’s a
plain no). I’ll miss you guys, and keep
up the fun.
FUNSCALE: “All is fun”, “Shut the
fun up”, “What the fun”.
“Bedankt voor de Koffee/Sandwich
Shötvik”.
“TAMATAR”.
“Bartlett West”…
PS: Priv was fun while it lasted.
					Martino

“I hope they realize that
music is music, and that
music is not a scene, not a style.
Music is a beautiful %#@%ing
thing to listen to. It is not a thing
to %#@%ing preach to
others about, it’s not a
%#@%ing cause. It is what it
is—and that’s a beautiful art
form.” Synyster Gates
Thanks for all the supports from
all the teachers, especially Mrs.
B and Rajan Thomas.
I don’t know what to write, so
anyways, take care, and keep in
touch
Noisy Cleavage will jam
together again!!!
					- Om

The past 2 years in Kodi have been
memorable. All that has happened, and
changed, all that has stayed the same… in
the end it was perfect. I will never
forget the people, the place, sports trips to
Ooty and Bombay, egg cheese parathas,
watching Kodi-open soccer matches,
pineapples, listening to Led Zeppelin and
looking at the “clouds passing by” talking
about life, onions, “Freiheit”, hiking, flag
green, crazy TOK presentations, locker
fights, “no one in particular”- and lame IB
jokes, cycling around the lake, the work
load, birthdays and just spending time
with the people I have grown to love.
As I think about all that has happened…
it’s hard not to get “lost” in all these
thoughts and memories. I will especially
miss Angshu, Preeti, Yasha, Josh, Sonya
and Aparna without whom my time here
wouldn’t have been the same… And also
Sneha, Lisa, Saatvi, Aaron, Punit, Boga,
Avvu, Geeta, Neema, and Uri who all
made every day bearable and special. :)
			

							
				-Gesine

Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on
your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge
him and he will make your paths straight.” Pro 3:5-6
Thank You! To Jesus for being my Rock. To my
mumma for being my sunshine always. To Aachi and
Thatha. And to the rest of my beautiful family. I love
you all.
All the activities and events, failed birthdays surprises
and exams, camps and field trips, the hikes and the
SoEx, the field days and the formals, the good days
and the bad ones, my friends and Mumma make up
my picture perfect memories of Kodi. As I sit down to
write this today I realize that somewhere in the time in
between, all this flurry of activity, I fell in love.
In the 5 minute breaks and library escapades; in the
walks to my locker, and out to AMSA; in the frantic
moments before exams and the lazy ones right after;
while waiting in line in dining hall and during the walk
to Meenakshi; when listening to the sounds of canteen
reverberating through Kodi till Coaker’s walk; while
watching pointless YouTube videos and eating gummy
bears; while sprinting that last lap of the mile, while
talking to my mum about what eat for dinner…
Somewhere in between, I fell in love…
I fell in love with the smell of the soil when it rains and
the freshly cut grass, the feel of the sun on flag green
and its luminous glow as it filters through the chapel
windows…
I fell in love with the music of the leaves and the feel of
the grass under my feet…
I fell in love with these old stone buildings and the sunset across tennis courts… I fell in love with the walks
through the woods and the jumps off waterfalls…
I fell in love with Kodi.
“… And now these three remain: faith, hope and love.
But the greatest of these is love.” 1 Corinthians 13:13
				- Preeti Baweja

Mum and Dad thanks a lot for your support and
faith in me, hope I made you proud. Ji hye: It was
really nice knowing you, you have changed me and
taught me a lot since 7th grade. I will never forget
all the good times and fun times we shared together.
Varsha: My perfect roomie since 2005 thank you for
everything Varsha, I will never forget all the roomie
moments we have had. How can I live without you..
Can’t imagine not having you as my roommate..
Thank you for giving me your husband lol Thank
you for being such a perfect roommate for 5 years
baby! Rachel: a.k.a Guru J my guru.. I love you
sooooo much thank you for all your support and
teachings. You are my best Indian! Juhi: Kem Che?
You are the coolest!! My solvik peeps: You made
my dorm life sooo special and memorable. WE ARE
THE SOLVIK PEEPS! X4 Jessica: My dick.. thank
you for your support and advice my sexy dick.. I
love you baby.. Aaliya: your smile always makes
me smile thank you soo much jams!! Astha: come
on come on ash.. you are so funny.. I love you ash!
Roxanne: my prettiest Indian:P Raj: My baby.. you
have made my one and a half years in school soooo
special and don’t think its over cuz im not letting
you go.. thank you for always being there for me
and for all the memories.. and hopefully lots more to
come. I hate you so much Raj.
Sumi, Richa, Megha, Tareeni, Pranav, Purvi, next
solvik peeps Jean, Naina, Shweta, and Divija, Mrs.
J, Mrs. MC, Mr. Chettri, Hye won, Latos, Sayang,
Cheong A, Rijhuwani, my coolest loser Hyun… and
my Dhinchaks ..Thank you all so much for making
Kodai such a remarkable and perfect experience.
And to the class of 2010… Wishing you all the best
in your future endeavors. Enjoy College life!! Be
good, have fun and keep in touch.
DHINCHAK!!!
					- Soo

Now we shall all….’SHAAT AAP& GETT AOOUT’
Yet another turning point, high school is officially
over. To everyone who played a significant role
in my KIS story. Thanks men! & To all my lovie
dovie’s, Mom, Dad, Aaron, Cantyle, Josh, Reen,
Thank you for always being there, always knowing
what to say when!
So here’s to all the crap we came up with & all the
spazzy memories that will never ever be forgotten.
Baikunde, You cannot…. ROMBER? Bangalore
’09. Jeethu Bisht! Who the hell do you think you
are?beat it! KENNEDY.Whilst. don’t be copying
my lines, No girl. OOTY 2010. Japanese are wayy
hotter than KOREANS!( I might by lying).
Kusuraja. . I think you left your t*ts in dorm!
Tibs. Tava. NI**le TIPPLE or is it cripple?
Canteen&carnivals. Ensci&mofo: so sorry for the
way we treated you! Im from tasha (nasal).
Lippieshtick. Kilpypoo. Ya de, put the c de. Please
yaa, don’t yaa…Hey there Delilah! DFL. We are
Kodi & we are dynamite& ticktickicktick boom!
On a more sentimental note I bid farewell to all
those who have made KIS a home, the Kennedy
Kids, Shanu, Hyung Jun, Nikhu, Anchu, Kuths, the
Clav gang, Boyer gang, Dhinchaks. & Kilp. I will
never forget you all. Thank you for everything. To
the class of 2010, I wish you all the best with your
future& keep in touch! Now its time to PART-A-Y
(: There is no rain today, there is no sun today.
It’s a lovely weather, we can sing together.
I love you, I love you, I love you from my hearts
bottom,
Since….. since FOREVER&ALWAYS.
DHINCHAKE!!!				
					- Jessica

Kavitha Selvaraj

I still can’t believe that I am here, writing my
senior write up. These 3 years have flown
by soo fast for me, which is good (because
I wanted to get out of this mountain a.s.a.p
but now I feel like I am really going to miss
Kodi) and bad (because I am going to miss
my friends). There are people, places, trips,
field trips, camps, activities, bitching sessions,
cooking sessions, dorm, formal, prom, going
to hilltop, amsa, tibs, ccd (cool blue rocks) etc,
etc, that I will never forget. Kodi has changed
me as a person; hopefully for the better. I still
remember how nervous I was, when I walked
by the gates and now it feels like home. My
dad used to tell me that you will make friends
for life and I did. You guys know who you
are……. and are very very special to me.
Thank you for being there for me, for making
me pull through, for making it fun,
interesting, for making it feel like home. I
couldn’t & wouldn’t have survived Kodi
without you guys. Love you and will always
miss u.!!! Thank you Papa, for encouraging me
to come here, in the first place. I am happy that
I took the decision to come here and I don’t
regret it at all. Thank you, Mamma, Thama,
Shloke for being there and for supporting me
throughout. Shloke: Make the most of it, while
you are here.
					- Shristi

Tanay Jain

Kodi wasn’t really the easiest place to shift to after
you’ve spent all your life in Chennai, that too in a
non boarding school. But now that I am settled over
here, leaving this place would certainly be a tough
moment in my life. When I came here, I was
wondering how these two years would pass by... and
now that I am going to leave this place in 3 months
its hard to say good bye. There are so many people,
places, events, thoughts objects, practically
everything which can remind u of this place when u
leave it. Theres so much that writing a few
paragraphs about it would be doing an injustice to
how much this place has to offer. Turning in 10
physics HL labs at the last moment ( end of quarter
when they were due in the beginning of the cycles),
trying to learn commentaries two days before the
English Orals, studying for math hl with the whole
class in upper library 10 minutes before the test, try
to postpone chem labs and instead getting a 60 and
moving on, pleading with Mr. Babu to postpone the
deadline for the commentary, getting Mr. Trivedi to
play a hindi movie arguing saying that it improves
our hindi speaking skills and ALL those other things
in which almost the whole of grade 12
procrastinated... Trying to hide inside a cupboard
when the dorm parent walks in a room and your
not supposed to be there (and falling out of it at the
wrong time too ofc), playing counter strike with the
whole dorm from 9pm to 2 or 3 am in the weekends..
Going on field trips where the aim is to feel as much
cow dung as possible ( a proper term would be
biodynamic farming though), running through quad
up and down, waking up late on Saturdays, playing
Frisbee on Sundays.. well there’s so much. I would
require the whole of the eucy magazine if i had to
go on writing. Eating at tava, tibs, abbies, Astoria,
hilltop, ccd, bla bla bla...
					- Sutej

“Nothing makes
the earth seem so
spacious as to have
friends at a
distance; they
make the latitudes
and longitudes.”
- Sir Walter Disney
				

Ok guys remember... “keep your eyes on the prize, bend
your knees then slap your thighs!” - quote that brings
success in all its forms!
Two years in Kodai... that pretty much sums it up.
I will probably miss Clav the most. The friends i have made
here... the stories i can tell you about them!
There have been a few stand out people for me and i want
them all to know who they are... even if they did not
mention me in their senior write up... dont worry guys its all
good!
Sid Vashi... my roomate, one of the smartest people i know.
get over yourself!
shyamli pa..... no shyamalumps! Your wisdom is only
exceeded by your ghee! nagams!
Vivan! need i say more.
Madhav... I hope you know that because of you i have a
really bad Tamil accent. so thanks... love is there!
Vidur. you’re one of the most annoying people i have met...
dont ever change!
Natalia. I wish i had gotten to know you earlier, and i still
believe that you’re right most of the time.
Anay. YOU KNOW YOU WANT ME! SO STOP
RESISTING!
Saachi... im only going to say this once. you’re one of the
coolest most genuine and bold... im not finishing that.
Natasha... have you ever had that feeling... most people
know what im talking about.
Richa... its a love hate thing that only you and me can pull
off. Tareeni. ive known you the longest... since the 7th grade
so i want to let you know that the master plan is still on.
Veer. go be god like somewhere else!
Karishma. I think you’re a bit toooo mature for your age.
You’ve been a sweetheart and i wont forget you.
Aaliya Jamal Zaidi. Muslim names are way too cool! you’re
ditching me and going to bombay. not cool! Iv’e gotten way
too close to you this past year and you have no idea how
much im going to miss you.
					- Tariq

Vasudev Gupta

Arjun Venkatesh

Kodi has been a roller coaster of
emotions, of good times and bad times.
However, as graduation is drawing closer,
I just realize how much I’m going to miss
it all; crazy times at Wissy, fruit and milk
in social room, “knock – knock and run”,
flag green, hilltop conversations, Sunday
dosa, walking around school after dinner,
cooking disasters, midnight maggi, movie
marathons, field trip, dorm treats, late night
conversations on the night before exams,
being taught how to say “West”, learning
how to play scientist and try on the piano,
“She’s the Man”, etc. etc. There is a lot to
learn here, a lot to gain. Kodi has made me
a different person. Two years have passed
by so soon. I still remember the first day of
school; and now it’s time to part. This place
has given birth to some wonderful
friendships that I will cherish forever. Thank
you mom, dad and Yashvi for always being
so supportive and loving. Thank you Mrs.
Tandon for everything that you have done
for me and for the amazing food that kept us
alive in kodi. To all those who matter: thank
you for the fantastic memories. I love you
and I will miss you so much.
					- Vyoma

Kodi has been a long yet
great journey for me. It is
the good and the bad times,
which have in fact, made
Kodi such a special and
meaningful place. They say
that memories last a
lifetime, so thanks for
the memories; MeghaK,
VisheshB, PunitK,
AnandaB, TanayJ, AanchalJ,
KaustubhiS, CatrionaB,
KeshiyaR, NamrataL,
NithyaV, VarshaP, AsthaB,
RachelJ and the rest of them
LB’ites!
				- Zai

My six years in Kodaikanal
International School are
coming to an end now. This
particular community has
given me a varied
experience of life. I would
like to thank my parents and
grand parents for
making sure I get the best
and therefore admitted me in
this school. I would also like
to thank all my teachers and
my friends who stood for
me whenever I needed help.
School life is unforgettable
and for me KIS has made it
both unforgettable and
special.
				- Goldie

A typical day in kodi
The day starts with a few more yawns, a lazy walk
to the shower and the echoes of Judith and miss JP,
“Kaus hurry up!” Then there are the occasional comments of the people who pass by during ‘breakfast
time in the sunshine’, “Um…..Kaus a dogs eating
your food” or “Dude a crow just flew away with your
shoe”. This is always followed by my familiar ‘yeah
rights’ until of course………well you get the picture!
Then comes story time with Mr Menon when we hear
yet another one of his ‘incidents’ that usually refer to
the most random situations such as having ones car
be run over by a bison or escaping highly dangerous
muggers. As the day proceeds there is yet another
triviality that is left behind so the frequent trips back
to dorm in order to retrieve my keys or notebooks can
officially be termed as my field of expertise. However
as I just about make it to class I am met by a crowd
of onlookers peeping into Mr Tailor’s classroom with
the most quizzical brows. Their expressions are of
course something that do not boggle me because as
I slowly sneak into class I too try my hardest to find
a seat in the front row to see Mr Tailor jumping up
and down, from left to right, on the tables and over
the chairs. Then comes the best part of the day, my
daily dosage of psych class with Miss Mataji where
all of us travel to the famous tree and sit in the circle
of psych, playing new games and laughing till out
stomachs hurt. But its after school when the real fun
starts, the L.B clan ambushes my bed and all steam is
let off in the form of a series of “1985s” coupled with
the daily gossip all spilled over maggi and ‘a series of
unfortunate events’. Thank you for making my time
in Kodi in so special, you all know who you are.
					-

Kaus

sawadee KA, KONICHIWA, BONJOUR and Hello,
John lennon : A dream you dream alone is only a
dream. A dream you dream together is reality.
Well, this I guess is my au revoir to this school, life is
kind of like being in the front seat of a roller coaster,
you see its peaks and you see its falls, but the ride a lot
of fun if u spent it with the right people ,
My homies in the hood , holla at me , cuz im callin
you out ( Maisha’s Influence)
Aakansha shes awesome , her inspirational quotes and
philosophies make her my “Yoda”
Kavitha for everything, seriously like seriously YOU
SAVED MY LIFE , and ure uber cool , You are my “
Bob Marley” , plus u wud be happy if I referred to you
in that way
Meysha , I know u got my back because I can see
your gun , somebody gonna get hurt real bad , MS LIL
WAYNE
PemC you got the bieber fever, yo homes imam drive
down in ma mustang to holla at u in the hood( Bhutan),
Snoop Doggie DOg
Kunchi all I can say is GOSSIP GIRL , and TEA TIME
you can be the crazy hat guy from alice in wonderland
( he’s always carrying a tea pot, I doubt theres always
tea :S)
Juwon for playing business with me when no one else
will, watch us be super successful cuz of that game
Nyla for just being G.a.y ( Going against Yellow)
Astha for letting me eat beans , aakansha’s not that
happy because I made a beanstalk , therefore you are
Jack and the Beanstalk
Other people KAUS, ZAI, JAYOON , HYUN, NAM
MON , NAT, PONGIEE, AND THE THAI PEOPLE
(SOO ! SOO!) , and just everyone in KIS
Au revoir , madamme shobhita , j’aime les cours des
francaise.
					- CAT

It is hard to sum up the four
most important years of my
life in a paragraph, but K.I.S
has been: fun, terrible, cool,
awful, special, bad, amazing,
boring, wonderful, sad, good,
painful, happy and ...!
All that is left to do now is
thank everyone who has had
an impact in my life here. I
specially thank my family who
has always been there for me
and walked by my side.
Hajje bhaa to all.
				- Elena

“Mysterious wanderings,
cantering horses, open lands,
plain marshes, all so
beautiful, and yet so narrow,
open and yet closed. No
matter where one stays, or lives
or dies, clouding plains,
exasperating minds, hazing
emotions, and fading dreams,
walking a path with no light or
guidance, to live through free
will.”
			
- Anjana
					

Kodi has remained a significant part of me and saying goodbye would mean saying goodbye to a lot of
things but “You never leave someone or someplace
behind, you take a part of them with you and leave a
part of yourself behind…”
				
Mum -- I wouldn’t be half of what I am today if it
wasn’t for you. You’re my bestest friend…Dad -you have no idea how absolutely amazing you are
and how much I love you… I hope someday I make
you both proud J
Log&Bhar - Meeting - NastyGirls - Paikunde - Azzi
-Tibbs - AwesomeFoursome - Jamzee - SecretSociety - Rumours - 11,2,3,7 - Soo - ChocolateBalls
- RoomieJokes - Bombay - Jail - S&V - AhemVideos - Guarding- KaraChutney&Pizza - OTH - BPH
- Nadz&Shirlee - BabyGangsta - Valz - BangaloreLongWeekend’09 - Jess - SolvikPeepsx4 - Rachel - MrsJ - Raj/bd - Meyo - Anchoo - SunnySpot
- Pedro the Sailor - Megha&Tareeni - Rij -Lattos - Jhad - Tripple - Phelps - Zai - 2005 - Karan
- 2009 - Butterflies(BFFL) - Abhz - Mrs.Ruth
- Nutella&Icecream - Indie - Lowerboyer - Mrs.
JP - Nafi - Gymkhana - Imz - Plant - Canteen - Sats
- Dish - Jean&Shweta - *~DHINCHAK~* - Class
of 2010...
Looking back, my time in Kodi has been one of
realizations and lessons learnt along the way and a
few irreplaceable relationships that’ve managed to
change my life. To the class of 2010...Goodbye for
me is always the hardest part… so Im just gonna
leave hoping our paths cross soon…
					-Varsha

I still remember the day I first walked into my math class
in 8th grade and said “My name is Astha Bhatia and I’m
from Bombay”. Haha. I dreaded 8th grade; and I know a
lot of us did. And now I just can’t believe that I am leaving this place!
It’s hard to express the innumerable overlapping emotions I feel for Kodi. Hkhkdladlaklsdlhnkhska. Okay,
you get the point. Now I will just continue to write.
Kodi has been my world for five whole years and saying ‘good bye’ to this place means saying good bye to
the things I have loved and hated the most in my lifepeople, places, feelings … Actually, it’s more complex
that just that! And now knowing that I might never again
encounter some of these ‘things’ makes me smile, yet
cry at the same time. So, I want to thank a number of
people-some know who you are and some don’t…I want
to thank all the people that I have come across in this
small little town who have determined a lot of what I
felt. They have taught me soooo much about life, love,
hate, friendship, indifference…I can go on…And the
people whom I didn’t really get to know much, I wish I
did. Well, this is not the end.
And to my soul sisters- ‘Dhinchaks’, ‘Kennedy kids’,
the ‘Foursome’, and brothers (you know who you are)
and of course Andrew Kim– I love you’ll so much! I
would also want to thank the people I knew from the
batches before us, and people I hung out with or even
the people I randomly said hi to, the 8th grade people,
‘the old students’, ‘the new students’, the teachers,
parents, the ‘true friends’, the not so true friends, the
boyfriends-thank you for existing and I promise I will
never forget you’ll. Letting go of Kodi is hard, but has
its own beauty.
Love Astha (Bachkans, Azzi, Bhati, Bhats, kuki...Haha)
				
					 -Astha

Kodi, like like a virus, just grows on you. At
first it’s denial but after that it’s probably the
best thing that could happen to you. Some of
the better memories of kodi:
Running up clav shouting “hey guys, stop I
have a cromp,”. Late night c’s amd d’s. Watching useless T.V. serials during exams. Tava’s
(Bhendi fry). Rowing and Irfan. Being a Broist.
Sneaking food in the library to watch movies.
Fireworks, Big Bangs and Lots of Colours (ask
madhav for the rest). Halo parties (Oh Africa!
Vs. Maasai). Tariq’s determination to wake in
the morning for rowing. Madhav’s early morning study routine. Sid’s pride for Brahmanism
(I still maintain Jain’s are better). Mewani’s
“mummy, mummy, mummy …”. Vidur and the
crotch panel. Mr Charles and Mr Joshua (hats
off to the both of you). Soilie mcsoilsoil. Gothics and chicken blood. Any country surrounding
Kenya (i.e. Tanzania/Uganda) sucks. The failed
pound, the story of the tad pole and others.
Making new friends and moving on. Late nigh
c’s and d’s with variety and the family pack.
Late night munching parties. The Umbrella. The
Bisons. Bob. Golf with Mewani and Sid. Pesto
and Dairy fresh. Thepla’s. Khakras. And Mrs.
Mary’s Kichdi.
The list just doesn’t end. With every passing
day a new story is made. A famous man once
said “Don’t Patronize me,”
				

-Kush

Two years at KIS have literally flown by. So much
has happened in so little time, leaving a load of
memories behind. KIS has given me a lot, including lifelong friends, values and Youthrise.
Living life without.... Thums Up, Bartlett West,
Lochend, Gulaabi Aankhein, Gujjuness, Khakra,
Entourage, Bollywood, etc. with Vishesh and
Punit, looking down at Aanchal during every
activity, Meghs’ massages and Econ class bunks,
Zai’s laziness, Keshiya’s constant gyaan, Ankhit’s
brotherness, Abys aunty and uncle, Tibbs, Hotel
Punjab, Youthrise Committee, SoEx Dept., Kolikarai Trips, Lochend, late submissions, ‘What men’,
Mr. Thomas’ presence, Vinay Anutham Shivasuryamurthy Ramesh, Dua’s Iced Tea and Safety, Roy
and Jonas, Mrs. Ved, Dr. Mathew and Mr. Plymale’s encouragement, Sriram, BD Trip, Mayin,
Richa, Doodly, Arjan’s dumb love for KKR,
Mumbai Indians, Nadia, Sachin’s Double Century
: 24/2/10, Alekh’s food, Lochend dorm snacks,
Skype, Rowing and getting food from home will
take time getting used to….”Education is for
improving the lives of others and for leaving your
community and world better than you found it.”
				

-Ananda

If you have the opportunity to play this
game of life you need to appreciate every
moment. A lot of people don`t appreciate
the moment until it’s passed.
- Hagrid the Oaf
The seven years at KIS were like a roller
coaster ride, full of ups and downs. A
long journey it has been, and now it’s
time for graduation. First of all I would
like to thank God for guiding me and
supporting me for all these years.
Secondly I would like to thank my parents and family for the love and care
they have given me. Last but not least
all my friends at KIS, who have made
my experiences at KIS priceless. I would
also like to thank the rest of the KIS
community for the great atmosphere they
have provided me with. KIS will always
have a special place in my heart.
KIS was just one chapter of my life;
there are several more to be written.
					-Kevin

Bob King on sunny Sundays are full of bros putting off a D.
Kennedy, Room 7-Zero 7.
Date bars and Monday music nights.Aaliya Jamal.
Canteen: breaking it down to lame music.
Bob King,CC,Circle,Greenhouse.
Avvu and the BIG pain.
Boobface.Australia.Camp and missing bells.
Gutters in the library.
Biswas.Taylor.Travis.Shiv.The K man. Isabelle.Shand.Menon.
Hairball. The thumba,and TOK presentations.
Dsl. Vast. Jab-jab-jab Patel.
Date roofs.Lounge.Foozeball.Pool.
Memories.Pain.Failed Interventions.
Word associations are awesome.
SoEx carnival 09. Miss.Vasu,Aaron and Saatvi.
My “Person” with a pinky-punky red streak.
Football.Shan you the man. Mumbai.Jessica.The groper.
Clav Canteen.Bunking PE.CC.Footie.
“History” with the chink and Preetums.
Is this, like, in the recipe?
Satellite.
You guysssss mercy is falling on Rogue and Bobby.
Astha.Philosophy at Sunday Breakfast.
Baby when the lights go out at Kennedy
Watch out for Pallavi’s pitch
And Perv’s bounce while Saachi breaks it down like a G.
Put off a Nagarcoil.NO! Pushes
Baby baseball bats. Indoor hockey.Persia and the brat.
Rats.Fights.Late nights.Skype.Gymnkhana.
Summer 09.Winter 09.Reds.Green Apple.Bitchwiuhjht.
Eff you I cooked it.Pasta.Tava.Coffee.Potluck.BabyTibs.
What a tit! Hampi.Art.Kamath.
Rock Concert.Prom.Formal.Dead Weather. Love.
Kennedy.Rooftops.Levitation.Room 3 and 4.
Births, Deaths and Separation.
Natalia?Natasha?Nataliaa ? :S
Tripping.You didn’t see that!
Eggs.Cold showers on Planet Tasha. Epic showers.Bonding.
Chocopie.Love.Senior Year.
More Love. <3
				
-Natasha

Time flies being in KIS, but still these two years
were memorable. KIS has taught me who I truly am.
I learned a lot here. And for this, I would first of all
thank God for giving me an awesome opportunity to
study at KIS. I thank my parents and brothers who
supported me and helped me in everything. I also
thank all my family friends here at KIS who were
there when I needed them. These two years wouldn’t
have been wonderful without my friends….
Mehar (MM)- U are a great roomy… remember
the Independence day run( u noe what thing ), Bcontract, D-contract and all the weird stuff that we
planned…hahaa…never gonna forget them …<3
Misol(LOB)- I luv u…gonna miss u coming to my
room and saying “get lost”!!! and laughing for
everything and anything all the time :D
(P.S. Mehar and Misol gonna miss all the mini conferences we had and laughing till our stomach ache)
Avvu- dancing in canteen with you and the others
was awesome…hanging around with you was so
much fun. …
Geeta- Im gonna miss u making fun of me all the
time…
Neema- You are an amazing person!! U made my life
at KIS easy… u were such a great support
Rukmini- thank u for giving me company by being
innocent…hahaha
Angel- thank u for everything…never gonna forget
all the fun I had with you and Kamala u r just
awesome
Most of all…gonna miss all the sleepovers we had
and taking loads of pics
					-Amy

I would never forget the days I’ve spent
in kodai. Judith, I think our room is too
sexy, and the guys in there are so hot!!!
Uri, I remember u and I will never forget you, I love you. Amy, YOU were a
great support in kodai, gonna miss u so
much!! kkkk. Mehar, im so proud of u.
Miss C, I love ur pasta so much. Niorna,
I will miss u a lot, think our field trip
and dduckbokki was pretty gooood, and
never forget the dance=_=. Mr atul, u
were so unpredictable, gonna miss u too.
I wont forget the formal and the prom in
kodai.
				

-Mi Sol

It’s been under two years here at Kodai, pretty
FUN I must say…… and from everything I’ve
learned, what I’m going to take away from here
is….if you aren’t woah, wow or wah dude…..
get the fun out of here. Bartlett West has been
what I call home so far and life there has been
enthralled by good times, bad times…I guess
growing up has left but all of us Dazed and
Confused. It’s been good here at Kodai making
friends, I’m going to miss everyone here and
all the memories…the lifts, m&m’s, cold choco
latte’ with chocolate ice-cream chocolate sauce
hazelnut syrup and whipped cream,ECPs!,
fainter nights, gran turismo, Eddie, schezwan
fried rice, convenience, “fight” over luncheon
meat, generating fun, intellects, girly maan,
show me your ********, bendy, tree, patch,
transformers (not the movie), Visualizer, Band of
Bartlett, Ultimate Frisbee, Senior Priv, Kashim’s,
Operation Strange, Operation iPhone,
talent show, dream catcher, LB, Do you like fish
sticks?, “Pepsi”, paranormal activity, waiting
outside cars (long weekend), Singapore, legend
points, Tamatar, 10G subwoofer, Percentage
steal, Abu and not to forget FUNSCALE™.
And as it all draws to a close, I wish for
everyone to have fun wherever they head out.
(So basically see you guys in Goa in 3 months).
We have cut off all your fun and thou shall face
the REAL Bartlett music soon……(8)show us
some love show us some respect(8)
And remember: Odd is fun!
We are the trip!
				
-Varun

This was my first year at
Kodaikanal International School
and sadly also my last. I had a
great experience at KIS and this
was my first boarding school. I
thoroughly enjoyed dorm life and
the great activities the school had
to offer. I feel that KIS is a very
caring community where
everyone can find their place.
KIS has helped me learn a lot as i
have had my ups and my downs. I
am now well prepared to face the
world. So I thank KIS for all the
experiences and i have received a
lot from my KIS experience.
			
			
-Neiakksh Schae

Wow!!! Can’t believe that high school
is finally coming to an end… …..It was
a great experience to be here with some
lovely people around….... Rukmini, Alice,
Amy, Misol, Neema, Geeta and Avu……u
guys were amazingly fun……… each one
of you contributed something so special
to my life that the essence of it is going
to stay with me forever……Thanks a lot
for making me feel like home at KIS….
My teachers, thank you sooo much for
being so supportive and making learning
fun……and last but not the least Mrs. C,
u were the best dorm-parent I could ever
get ……. Thank you sooo much for
always being there for me, understanding
me, taking care of me with that extra love
and preparing delicious dorm-treats!!!!!!
I LOVE YOU all ….. My stay in KIS
would have never been so special without
all you people!!!!!!!!!!!!!
					-Mehar

As we all finally get to the end of the road, I cannot
help to look back to where I came from and think about
all those things I needed to overcome to get through.
If I was not careful enough, I could have fallen off, or
tripped on little stones. Also, I tended to wander off the
road but the best thing was that I was never alone. Flag
green, the library[messing up cushions, getting scolded
at, sleeping in the stacks, making the desktop back
ground a funny kisnet picture, watching intense fights
etc.], canteens and senior privs, cheating and bunking
classes, “sun-tanning”, running for tea in the morning,
eating out, meeting Mr.B at main gate at 7.16pm and
getting terrorised, gymkhana, late-starts, whining about
IB, “fruit and milk”, unnecessary appointments with
Ms.Fernandes, math and physics extra classes and tests,
dances, P.E, detention, activity restriction, extending
deadlines by ourselves, do everything except
studying during study hall, field trips…all of it has
become SUCH a big part of me that leaving all YOU
guys and KIS is indeed dreading. Dorm life[the ring
girl picture, pulling down pants, dorm treats] has been
especially spectacular and Wissy was definitely the place
to be! Ms.Tandon, what I love most about you is that
you are you[bear hug!]. Teachers, I will never be able to
thank you enough for whatever you have done for me!
I’d most importantly like to thank my parents for getting
me to join KIS. Mom and Dad, you proved again that
you always think about the best option for me. I AM
NOT GOING TO MISS KIS.. I AM NOT GOING TO
MISS KIS. WHO AM I TRYING TO FOOL?? These 2
years have been the most exceptional This school has
made me who I am..!
And I love the feeling I get when I realise that I’ve been
KISed..
“Bye da macha” ..
				

-Namrata

Kiddo’s one thing that I can do is cook! - Komodo,
but I still love you - Ohh yea, No shyt - Why
did you take my OLIVE OIL without asking me,
now I want your DAIRY FRESH - Can you pass
it to me (Pause) - Gerald, two mango nectar’s
please - S*** happens, that’s why France Happened - Hong Kong, King Kong - Sir, I am sorry
but this Credit Card cannot be used - Nihal, I lost
my walking stick did you find it by any chance
- Agra ki Aag - Dude it is a D - Akash do u like
my phone - sup dawg - Zest - Superman, Spiderman, Batman, Kevinman - Catastrophe - Tu
hai Meri zhai - Angad: Madhav apna opera bhand
kar - Dude I don’t like you. I don’t like you either
(VG) :D - Baa of wa (bottle of water) - Ehh I am
telling you naa, you can get a 7 in IB - The raita
is damn good - This is my life PERIOD! - Yes!
(Pallavi) - El Strip Club (Shan) - I will NEVER
follow you into the dark (you know who you are)
- King Arthur - Monopopotumbe - Pimplepure
- Twinkle, Sister, BQ - Purvi and Natasha I hate
you the most (sry) - Pai Vista, Bhandipur, Mysore,
Bangalore, and yeah “Hey hey, How are you??”
- Rosyy my dhobii - Monkey - Jehan nice shoes
- Baba Black Sheep - This is ourr carr! - Kiran:
Don’t worry be happy! - Daddy - Imaad, you always get me into trouble man - Umedh: A lil here,
a lil there, a lil everywhere - BBC - My sindhi
buddy - My dog had a kid - Hi my name is Muriel the Mermaid, I braid my own hair and my dress
is made of wheat.
BRO!!!
					-Karan

Thank you Mom and Dad.
Thank you for letting me go and trusting me with
this. {>|<}
After several attempts at writing this, I realized
the true essence of my time at Kodai. It was just
a series of experiences that helped me grow. It
helped me accept, let go and fight. Thank you
everyone who contributed to this. More over, I
want to acknowledge my friends in dorm, my
Dhinchaks and other friends especially Anchit
Agarwal, Megha Kedia, Salar Mahmood and
Varsha Ponnappa. You’ll have proved to be the
most loyal and genuine friends I have ever had
here. I will miss you guys so much; every day
has been about you 4 and all of you have your
own special significance in my life, which makes
it so complete and so perfect.
Moreover, my dorm parent, Mrs. JP who is by far
THE best dorm parent in the world  and all my
subject teachers. Thank you for everything.
DHINCHAK*
					-Roxanne

The day starts off with the dorm-parent waking me up. Rolling out of the bed is one hell of a task especially after a long
night of work/chit-chat. Once in a while there is chance for
an interesting day at school after which we’d all go down
to Tibs or Tava for a short meal. Nightfall in Kodi embarks
a new world especially if it is a Friday or a Saturday night.
Good points start flowing into the intentionless conversations. Aalim’s buff monkeys and the Alphamale (Kiran) start
entering the caves. We start to get surges from phones. Nath
desperately tries to find his chappals and Varun starts his
competition of fart-wars! Ludi and Marti start to make the
music by beat-boxing and quacking. Rhys just sits around as
the silent observer with Sister V.K. sitting by his side, eating
some snacks and building some gas. Sameer just quietly ends
the night with his melodious sounds of sleep. It ends for me
by just going to Akshat and Aadil and giving my two babies
good-night kisses. But in that process I end up getting a good
night punch from Senior Robbie. But this is just a FUN day
and night in Bartlett West. Outside dorm, I have grown to
value some people whose friendship I will cherish for the rest
of my life. Sitting in Miss Cynthia’s Math HL class without
Anchit is impossible. His undying support in the mischief and
secret laughter at the exasperating concepts is something I
couldn’t have lived without. The Geek-lord Abhijeet’s
edifying/emotional suggestions and intensive physical
harassment to Kevin in 8th grade! It all started off at K.I.S. for
me with Nath Salar and Christopher without whom I wouldn’t
have been able to settle down here. Raj… well he’d just walk
out of a math test in 10 minutes. The all-time favourite gay
couple- Imaad and Umedh have provided the best “solitary”
entertainment to all. The one thing that I clearly remember about me n Nadisha (shorts ‘n’ fats) is the “rain-dance”
we had in front of Fays. The amount I’ve teased Mrija…
OMG!!! Lastly, I’d like to thank Mrs. C, Mrs. Winfred, Mrs.
Paul and all my teachers who have guided me all throughout
my life at KIS. Over and above everyone, maa and dad! There
is nothing that can express my love and gratitude towards you
two for your support and all that you have done for me in the
course of these 5 years at school!
					-Satvik

Salar Mahmood

KIS has given me what no other place in this
world could have. Needless to say over the past
six years, it has become a true home to me. First
and foremost, I would like to thank my parents for
having given me this wonderful opportunity. KIS
has proven to be a perfect place for me to
discover myself and has been fair in telling me
what my strengths are and what my shortcomings are. I have been able to sharpen my skills
and work on improving my shortcomings with an
equal amount of zeal. I sincerely thank all
teachers for helping me through this journey. With
them around, I have never felt the absence of a
helping hand. I sincerely thank kodi school for
turning a shy, introvert kid into a confident,
out-going and an efficient young adult.
A lot of people have told me that in a lifetime,
the number of true friends would be less than the
10 fingers on my hands. However, having been a
part of the KIS community for such a long time,
I feel I can easily say that this statement is false.
The friends I have made and the jokes we all have
shared will live on in my memories for a lifetime.
I sincerely thank all my friends for always being
there for me in my good and bad times.
I would also like to apologize to all whose
expectations I have not been able to live up to.
Perfection is unattainable and the same goes for
me. Life goes on…..so will mine and all of ours!!!

			

:)
					-Umedh

Mamma, Papa and Didi, thank you for making me
come here- I’ve learnt a lot. For supporting me
through everything. For allowing me learn from my
mistakes. I couldn’t have possibly done it without
you.
Madhu- Ey … You are DEFINITELY a tasty morsel.
Elena- Thanks for being there through all the years.
And, I’m sorry. Yash- Things did turn out be quite
messed up but thanks for the memories that made
Kodi unforgettable. Krishna, Rijul, Divakar, Kush,
Eva and everyone else, thank you for making Kodi
what it was. It’s been quite a ride. “It was the best of
times. It was the worse of times.”
Prateek, distance clearly didn’t make much of a
difference. You have always stood by my side,
though everything. Thank you.
Never again will I be able to spend a Sunday
afternoon out in the sun on Sherwood lawn. Never
again will I go for yet another formal. Or whine
about the IB. Or bunk classes to go to the dish. Or
go to tibs for Thursday lunches. Or experience warm
golden sunshine and torrential rains in a span of half
an hour.
Four years on these hills have taught me to believe
that everything happens for a reason. People change
so that you can learn to let go, things go wrong so
that you appreciate them when they’re right, you
believe lies so you eventually learn to trust no one
but yourself, and sometimes good things fall apart
so better things can fall together.

			

“Tomorrow never knows”
- The Beatles
					-Reshma

Once life meant,
Vishesh , Roxi, Zai, Boga , Keshiya , Aanchal , Kaustubhi,
Vyoma  Namrata, Punit Bhavi Pearl. Lower Boyer. Maggi.
Early mornings Ms. JP “ Megha Roxanne 7:30 now get up
“... “the shack”. Pasta. The Series of Unfortunate events.
90210. Gossip girl. Truth and Dare. Love. Bitching.WISSY.
DD.(PUN) and no punit this Pun isn’t you. ThAT. Vishy.
XPS.Mac. I’m Yours.. Muzic. The ugly truth. Cozy Spot..
“ILLUMITATION”. SLEEP..HIMYM. Cell Phones. Ipod.
Last shower. Late night talks. “Boot the machine”. Espanola. Klaustrophobia. 1985. Vogue. Formal. Sport shoes
v/s pumps.Bunker Economics. Atul. Puna. Bombay. Nepal.
Delhi. Mussoorie. SRI LANKA. Art. Science.Stripper town.
HOMO ATTACK. Abys.Tibbs. Tava. YASMARINA.Kimi
Raiikonen.. Nadal. Federer. THE WALK. When you say
nothing at all Hindi Music. “Gulaabi aankhein”. 17th April.
Boyer Green. Hindi green. Poker. Cakes. Blahh Blahh.
Gotta be somebody. Tears. AZRA BHAGAT. Roomies. Rox
and me alternate times of happiness. The Wannabe Flirt.
JO. MO. Rock Concert. Hair.. SKYPE. Accurate guesses.
GUJJU. Turn it in. Pani Puri Khakra.Bangkok. Tibet.
Tanay-Zai-Ankhit-Zai-Tanay-Zai-Mayank?? . Bacha - baby
Science block. Upper dining hall. Upper quad.. LIBRARY
STACKS.MYSORE. Caramel Squares.. YUMMY...YMCA.
Mercy is falling. CHEMY. MARDUDHEEMA.– Appointment. Mariamma .Morzilla Firefox. FACEBOOOK. Slaps.
Breakups. Sutej-Vishesh ( dostana). “ Nithya tu khaana
khaa”. YOUTHRISE. Sudeep Ghosh English Class. Stan
Smith. Gymkhana fries. EXTENDEAD ESSAY. D’s. En
Sci really ? Goa. Gross Hair on the forehead. (think Boga).
Rijhwani v/s Homo.. Cookie Day. Halloweens. Rainbow.
Idiotic fools. CCD. Pizza Corner. “ Been there done that.
Trust me you suck at that”.. SWINE FLU. Meenakshi. To
good to be true. ?.. HINDI CLASS. Mr. Genius. The girl
who thought who I hated her. KAUSTUBHI SHARMA.
Life after this,
Distant cities, distant colleges, distant lives. But close
memories.
					-Megha

Anchit Agarwal

Baibhab Dutta

Chemet Kharyak

Christopher Marianathan

Imaad Lalljee

Joyant Taandon

Kiran Kattukaran

Kundan Sharma

Ludovico Baronchelli

Nishant Malapatti

Aadil Chitalwala

Rennil Ratnam

Su Hyeok Seong

Rijul Ray

Samuel Peter

Raj Chavda

Sharad Patel

memories...

GOOD
WISHES
from
Curio House
CLASS
of
2010!!!

Congratulations

“Sincere congratulations to the wonderful achievements of the
entire KIS Class of 2010.”
From
Mr. & Mrs. Pipatanatiganant -- Nat (Niorn’s family)
Mr. & Mrs. Tinnakorn -- Omm (Chayuthpong’s family)
Mr. & Mrs. Sungthongchanok – Pong (Punnamate’s family)
And
KNOWLEDGEABLE, EDUCATION CONSULTANT, BANGKOK,
THAILAND

20 + 10

=

KIS class of 2010
goodbye KIS.....
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